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NEW MATERIAL ON CALCULATING THE ERIE’S LOST AND SAVED

BY
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INTRODUCTION

The conflagration of the Erie on August 9th, 1841, went down in the history of steamboat navigation as the most frightening tragedy on Lake Erie up to that
time. The question posed in this article is the degree to which the tragedy can be documented with exact figures, given inaccurate lists of the ―saved and
lost,‖ misspelled names, altered names, and, in many cases, conflicting figures on the size of families. Although this article will take a close look at Alvin F.
Oickle‘s approach to calculating those saved and those lost on the ill-fated Erie, the main objective of the investigation at hand is my own documentation of
passengers and crew on the Erie.
Instead of beginning as Oickle has with a long list of passengers on the Erie, my own interest, inasmuch as I live in the Württemberg part of the German
state of Baden-Württemberg, close to the Swiss border, has most naturally been centered on immigrants from southern Germany and Switzerland. It will
also soon become clear that the number of European passengers on the Erie far exceeded the Americans. And, even here it turned out that a number of the
Americans on board had their origins in Germany.
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I. BUFFALO’S GERMAN NEWSPAPER DER WELTBÜRGER

While Oickle was at work on his volume, the John Maynard Home Page added a link to a newspaper, which is the basis of any attempt to come to grips
with the tragedy: Der Weltbürger (=The World or, to use the modern catchword, Global Citizen), Buffalo‘s oldest German newspaper (launched in 1837),
and catering to German-speaking immigrants living in that area. Credit for unearthing the invaluable issues dealing with the loss of the Erie goes to the
Buffalo researcher and translator Susan Kriegbaum-Hanks (cf. http://www.archivaria.com/). The detailed information on German-speaking immigrants in
Der Weltbürger gives it a prominence in research on the Erie that American newspapers in English were incapable of attaining. This was no doubt due to the
disproportionately large contingent of German-speaking immigrants and the German-speaking readership of the periodical. The burning question whether
relatives or friends may have been on board the Erie added an incentive to provide concrete details, if available. In his ―APPENDIX‖, Oickle states:
―American periodicals seemed to pay no attention to where the new arrivals had lived in Europe; Der Weltburger [sic] obtained and printed the
information.‖ (p. 95)
An unanswered question is exactly how and from whom Der Weltbürger was able to acquire its information on such amazingly short notice and – even more
staggering – when there were dismally few immigrant survivors and when all records of those on board were destroyed in the conflagration. On top of this,
it should be pointed out that the issue of Der Weltbürger of August 13th, printed only four days after the tragedy, did not really have much time to consider
the accuracy of surnames, place names, or even professions.
Three striking examples of confused professions is the listing (Aug. 13, 1841 issue) of crew member Luther Fuller as a ―fireman‖ instead of the helmsman on
duty at the time the fire broke out. William Hughes, 2nd Mate on the Erie is mistakenly listed as ―2nd Helmsman.‖ Dennis McBride is listed as the ―1st
helmsman‖ instead of the 1st Mate.
Although providing more detailed information on the German and Swiss immigrants than any other North American periodical, Der Weltbürger seemed to
sense its own limitations:
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―Doch sind ohne Zweifel noch Viele, die gar nicht ausfindig gemacht werden können, zu Grunde gegangen.―
―Without a doubt there are still many, who died, whose names we could not find.‖
- August 13, 1841, p. 2, c. 2
No final, authorized list of passengers, crew, and those lost and saved has come down to us. Consequently, a researcher can only look for names, size of
families, and, in the process, wonder just how complete and how correct passenger lists and lists of the saved and lost were in fact.

II) ALVIN F. OICKLE’S RESEARCH ON THE NUMBER OF PASSENGERS AND CREW ON THE ERIE
A)

PROS & CONS

The discovery of the Weltbürger meant that there was now a means of documenting the German and Swiss immigrants on the Erie. American periodicals
seemed to shy away from any attempt to gather complete information on immigrants, perhaps due to an obvious language problem. Apart from the concrete
incentive provided by Der Weltbürger to investigate immigrants, Alvin F. Oickle‘s recently published book (spring 2011) entitled Disaster on Lake Erie has
awakened my curiosity regarding both numbers and ethnic groups on the Erie. Oickle‘s amazing attempt to establish the exact number of people on board the
Erie and the number of casualties is independent research and represents the very first investigation based not on the estimates of others but on knuckling
down and sifting through material in a tedious attempt to find out just how extensive the tragedy was. His 36-page ―APPENDIX‖ (pp. 93-129) accounts for
one quarter of his book and is unique in the history of research on the numbers involved in the Erie tragedy.
In spite of the hours of painstaking work that obviously went into the making of his ―APPENDIX,‖ several problem areas quickly become apparent. First, as
will be shortly described, the use of passenger lists from immigrant ships can, given the limitations imposed on the researcher in the context of the Erie,
become a futile undertaking. Second, newspaper sources have not been documented (perhaps due to the publisher‘s prescribed length of the book). Third (a
problem arising from problem no. 2), data combining several sources has not been and cannot be distinguished as such.
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B.

OICKLE’S APPROACH TO IMMIGRANT SHIPS VIA CASTLE GARDEN
i.) A Critical Look

Oickle‘s research on ―immigrant ships‖ has been integrated into my own immigrant tables so that results can be compared at a glance. In all fairness, anyone
would admit that the attempt to ferret out further information on immigrants through their passage to the United States is an excellent idea. The problem
centers on trying to pinpoint those immigrants who were on the Erie simply on the basis of surnames, which unfortunately may be corrupted or even
willfully changed.
Sadly, the listings of passengers Oickle avails himself of in the Castle Garden data bank fail to supply the name of the town or village where the immigrants
actually came from (the notation is a ―U‖ for ―place unknown‖). Of course, in the case of the German-speaking immigrants, we have no idea about their age.
Christian names of individual family members were provided neither in Der Weltbürger nor in the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser so that surnames and
Christian names could be compared with those in passenger lists. If a given name was provided (sometimes there was only a first initial or nothing at all), it
was generally reserved for the male head of the family. Had we known the given names in advance, as well as having an idea about the age and sex of the
members of a family, the Castle Garden website would have been an extremely useful tool. In the Erie context, however, a researcher is meagerly ―armed‖
with only a surname (which could have been altered). Consequently, the benefits of the Castle Garden website cannot be taken advantage of, and the
resulting ―matches‖ only look like so much guesswork. Here is a list of the handicaps:
a) No advance knowledge on our behalf of the given names of all the family members so that given names attached to surnames can be compared
and matched
b) No advance knowledge on our behalf of the age of individual family members so that ages can be matched. Particularly annoying is the fact that
a researcher has no way to distinguish between children and adults. Does a ―family‖ consist only of a nuclear family or is it extended?
c) No advance knowledge on our behalf of the sex of individual family members so that daughters and sons, nieces and nephews, aunts and uncles,
grandmothers and grandfathers, etc., etc., can be distinguished
d) No statement by Castle Garden of the last place of residence a family had emigrated from
e) No statement by Castle Garden of their destination in the United States
To fill in the gap left by passenger lists with the notation ―U‖, Oickle makes use of the Buffalo-based periodical Der Weltbürger should it have provided the
name of a town or village. The upshot is that it may look like an immigrant came from a certain town provided by Castle Garden, but in reality our source
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was Der Weltbürger. What this boils down to is the attempt to match surnames (perhaps corrupted) with few or no defining criteria to confirm a match. An
example of the Castle Garden website (http://www.castlegarden.org) Oickle used looks like this:

a) KLING: Der Weltbürger: ―family of 3‖

LAST NAME

FIRST NAME

AGE

SEX

ARRIVAL DATE

PLACE OF LAST RESIDENCE

KLING

A.

24

M

30 Jul 1841

U

KLING

ELISAB.

24

F

30 Jul 1841

U

KLING

LUDW.

30

M

30 Jul 1841

U

b) NIEGOLD/NEIGOLD – interpreted by Oickle as WEIGOLD. Der Weltbürger: ―family of 9‖
LAST NAME

FIRST NAME

AGE

SEX

ARRIVAL DATE

PLACE OF LAST RESIDENCE

WEIGOLD

ANNA

19

F

30 Jul 1841

U

WEIGOLD

ELISAB.

17

F

30 Jul 1841

U
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WEIGOLD

EMIL

44

M

30 Jul 1841

U

WEIGOLD

EVA

22

F

30 Jul 1841

U

WEIGOLD

GEORG

54

M

30 Jul 1841

U

WEIGOLD

JACOB

24

M

30 Jul 1841

U

WEIGOLD

MARIA

11

F

30 Jul 1841

U

In Entry No. 4 of TABLE III: GERMAN IMMIGRANTS FROM THE COMMUNITIES OF GROßSACHSEN AND HOHENSACHSEN, BADEN, Parsons & Co. designate
Kling as ―Peter.‖ Der Weltbürger lists him as ―Lorenz‖ [Oickle: ―Loprenz‖]. And, last but not least, Castle Garden has him as ―Ludw.‖ [=Ludwig; Louis in
English]. Yet ―Kling‖ is a common surname in Germany. If Castle Garden had at least provided his ―Place of Last Residence‖ as Großsachsen, Baden, a
conclusive match would perhaps have been feasible. As this information is not provided, a match may possibly occur but cannot be confirmed. It will be
noticed that Castle Garden nowhere lists ―Place of Last Residence.‖
In Entry No. 6 of TABLE III, the variant spellings ―Neigold‖ and Niegold‖ are interpreted by Oickle as incorrect renderings of ―Weigold.‖ Yet, here again,
we have no idea where the Weigolds came from or whether the switch of initial consonants from ―N‖ to ―W‖ is justified. Although I have found ―Weigold‖
as a surname in Großsachsen, Baden, this does not mean there were never any ―Neigolds‖ in that community or that the ―Weigold‖ Oickle has found is
correct.
To sum up, Oickle adopts the following procedure:
a) The time frame should be close to August 9, 1841, the date of the tragedy. In most cases, use is made of either the Utica (arrival date from Le
Havre: July 30, 1841) or the Ville de Lyon (arrival date: July 9th, 1841), allowing immigrants anywhere from 10 days to one month get from New
York to Buffalo. The question why those arriving one month in advance should wait out the month before moving on to, say, Akron, Ohio, is, of
course, left unanswered.
b) The name should ideally be the same (―Kling‖ and ―Kling‖) or there should be some similarity (Neigold/Niegold → ―Weigold‖).
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c) Ideally, the size of the family should also match, but, as in the case of the Weigolds (Castle Garden Website: 7; Der Weltbürger: 9; Parsons & Co.
―7½‖, (which can compute as high as 13), the number of family members was ignored.
d) Although a ―country‖ and ―province‖ are provided by Castle Garden, the town or village is not. It is this aspect which makes the attempt to nail
the immigrant particularly treacherous and may remind the reader of looking for a needle in a hay stack.

Oickle does not state where he received information that German immigrants from Baden generally booked passage from Le Havre (―Appendix,‖ p. 95).
The statement is, however, accurate. In ―The "Müller" Database is the Karlsruhe Part of the Database‖ of the LANDESARCHIV [=State Archives of]
BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG, we read:
―Half of all the emigrants left the country illegally. Most of them travelled via Le Havre, where passport controls and crossing regulations
were not as strict as in German and Dutch harbours.‖
(Cf. http://www.auswanderer-bw.de/sixcms/detail.php?template=a_artikel&id=6615&id2=6602&sprache=en, July 20, 2011)

Due to a higher population density in northern Baden in the 1840‘s, there were more emigrants from that region (higher population meaning smaller plots of
land in ever more hands, and hence less produce).
As there is also the statement that roughly half the emigrants were ―on the run‖ [i.e., they left the Grand Duchy of Baden without permission], it remains an
open question as to whether their actual names were in fact used on entry into the United States, or whether names were purposely altered to sound more
―American.‖

To consider a hypothetical parallel translated into a contemporary setting. (The name “Miller,” ranking as the seventh most common surname in the United
States, has been chosen. Its equivalent in Germany, “Müller,” ranks first above all surnames in the country.)

Let us assume that, together with his wife and three children, ―Tom Miller‖ flew to Singapore, where he has now found lucrative employment in the finance
sector. Tom and his family had been living in Dallas, Texas, before leaving the United States. He did not, however, fly from Dallas, but, after visiting his
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in-laws in Illinois, departed from Chicago‘s O‘Hare International Airport. Checking flight lists (we shall assume they are available on-line for our
convenience) from Chicago to Singapore, we find the name ―Tom Miller,‖ a passenger who flew from Chicago to Singapore ten days before the Tom we are
looking for began work. Consequently, we then assume that this Tom Miller was the Tom Miller who had lived in Dallas, even though there is nothing on
the flight ticket to substantiate that the flight passenger‘s place of residence had been ―Dallas.‖ Yet, most fortunately, we do find a notation that ―Tom
Miller‖ had resided in the Lone Star State of Texas! Certainly this increases the probability that this is our Tom! Although somewhat in the dark as to when,
exactly, Tom and his family left the United States (―Was it really 10 days before he commenced work?‖) it seems reasonable to believe that the time factor is
feasible. Conclusion: This must be our Tom Miller!‖ Of course, on his arrival at Singapore, we may be a bit surprised to find that his family (husband, wife
and three kids) had tragically shrunk. Yet maybe the wife took a layover in Bahrain to go shopping with the kids and then took a later flight!
Now let‘s make the example provided above slightly more problematic. Let‘s assume that we do not find a ―Tom Miller‖ on a flight ticket from Chicago to
Singapore. We do, however, find a ―Tom Miler.‖ Well, isn‘t it obvious that ―Miler‖ is a misprint, which should read ―Miller?‖
Or, to add a bit of cunning into deciphering a variant spelling, let‘s assume that we do not find ―Tom Miller‖ on a flight ticket from Chicago to Singapore.
Instead, we find ―Tim Filler.‖ Well, isn‘t it obvious that ―Tim‖ should be read as ―Tom‖ and ―Filler‖ should be read as ―Miller?‖

ii.) “Clustering”
Although the critical approach to surnames would seem to leave little hope for a confirmed match, there is one aspect that has not been considered: the
phenomenon of ―clustering.‖ The salient characteristic of the Großsachsen/Hohensachsen immigrants is that they all came from only two communities
which were almost adjoining. As such, one might well expect these emigrants to be travelling and voyaging together in a group. The Castle Garden Site lists
the immigrants alphabetically, not as they were listed on the actual manifest when they boarded the ship. Looking at the very first page of the manifest of the
Utica, Capt. John B. Pell (from Le Havre, arrival in New York on July 30, 1841), we can see that possibly nine of the sixteen surnames from
Großsachsen/Hohensachsen were entered by the ship‘s Clerk on the very first page! Is this a singular coincidence, or is this a clear-cut example of
immigrants immigrating in groups and signing in in groups?
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RETTENGER/RETTINGER→RITTINGER?
Der Weltbürger. Aug. 13, 1841: Johann
Rettinger: “with 4 people”

Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841: Geo.
Rettenger
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NEIGOLD/NIEGOLD→WEIGOLD?
Der Weltbürger. Aug. 13, 1841: G. Niegold, “with 8 people”

Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841: Geo. Neigold

Der Weltbürger. Aug. 13, 1841: Peter Schmitt, “with 6 people”
Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841:Peter Schmidt

Der Weltbürger. Aug. 13, 1841: Georg Ziegler, “with his entire
family, 6 people”
Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841: Geo. Zuggler

Der Weltbürger. Aug. 13, 1841: Martin Sulzer, “with one person.”
Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841: (Not listed)
Der Weltbürger. Aug. 13, 1841: Lorenz Kling, “with two people.”
Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841: Peter Kling
Der Weltbürger. Aug. 13, 1841: Georg Steinmann, “with three people.”
Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841: Geo. Steinmann

Cf. “Geo. Rittinger,“ 1st entry
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CHRISTMANN→CHRISTIAN?
Der Weltbürger. Aug. 13, 1841: G. Christian, “with six people.”
Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841: Geo. Christian

METZEL/NETZELL→WETZEL?
Der Weltbürger. Aug. 13, 1841: Johann Metzel.
Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 14, 1841: “John Netzell
Castle Garden: JOHN WETZEL - Province of Last Residence: Baden
Not from Großsachsen or Hohensachsen

Although clustering adds to the probability that a match may have taken place, problems with spelling, first names, altered names, and size of families leave
room for doubt.

C)

OICKLE’S ―PASSENGERS DIED IN THE USA‖

The section ―PASSENGERS DIED IN THE USA’‖ – also referred to as ―Died on Board,‖ (pp. 121-123) is of no help and far from perfect. The following
example is on p. 121, a ―JOH. FRANCK,‖ who Oickle mistakenly placed in his list as ―Died on board:‖
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Newspaper Passenger
Lists

M/F/C W/C

Age

Home

Immigrant Ship

Miscellaneous Information

Flang,
Joseph

M

35

Wurttemberg

Ville de Lyon,
7/9/41

―Died on board‖; to Akron, Ohio

Franck, Johan

Just to be sure that the incorrect designation ―Wurttemberg‖ is understood, the reference is to the Kingdom of Württemberg [without an umlaut (the two dots
above the ―u‖), the spelling is ―Wuerttemberg‖]. In other words, no particular town or village in Württemberg is provided, a misinterpretation that Oickle
made on p. 96:
―This record indicates that seventeen came from the province of Baden and one from the German town of Wurttemberg.‖ [- my italics]
When checking for data on ―Johan[n] Franck,‖ we find the following at the Castle Garden website:

JOH. FRANCK
FIRST NAME

JOH.

RELATIVE LEFT BEHIND

LAST NAME

FRANCK

NAME OF RELATIVE LEFT BEHIND

OCCUPATION

FARMER

ADDRESS OF RELATIVE LEFT BEHIND

AGE

35

TICKET

SEX

Male

PAID BY

Self

LITERACY

Unknown

IN THE US BEFORE

Unknown

SHIP

VILLE DE LYON

IN THE US WHEN

ARRIVED

9 Jul 1841

IN THE US WHERE

COUNTRY

GERMANY

GOING TO SOMEONE IN THE US

Unknown

12

PORT OF DEPARTURE

HAVRE

RELATIONSHIP TO THAT SOMEONE IN THE US

PLACE OF LAST RESIDENCE

U

NAME OF RELATIVE IN THE US

PROVINCE OF LAST RESIDENCE

WURTEMBERG

CITY OR VILLAGE OF DESTINATION

UNITED STATES

ADDRESS OF RELATIVE IN THE US

PLAN

Unknown

CITY OF RELATIVE IN THE US

PASSAGE

Unknown

COUNTRY OF BIRTH

MONEY

GERMANY

PLACE OF BIRTH

The first thing that the reader will notice is that there is no notation in JOH. FRANCK‘s data of ―Died on board!‖ Taking Moses Franck, 57, who is correctly
listed by Oickle as ―DIED ON BOARD‖ as an example, the notation for ―JOH. FRANCK‖ should have been under ―CITY OR VILLAGE OF
DESTINATION,‖ which it is not.
Secondly, one wonders how it is possible to read ―FLANG‖ as ―FRANCK‖ (somewhat like ―FILLER‖ as ―MILLER, or NEIGOLD as WEIGOLD?).
Thirdly, Joseph Flang came from Großsachsen in northern Baden (then the Grand Duchy of Baden) – not from the Kingdom of Württemberg. Fourthly, a
Josef [=Joseph] is not a Johann [=John]. Fifthly, he with his family added up to 5 persons, according to Der Weltbürger, August 13, 1841. The other 5
―Francks‖ in the Ville de Lyon passenger list were, however listed as from ―Hesse, Nassau.‖ Although the name ―Franck‖ sounds much better than the
uncommon and rather unlikely ―Flang,‖ the identification of the two, based on the data Castle Garden provides, is impossible. It should also be pointed out
that the notation under ―Miscellaneous Information,‖ ―to Akron, Ohio,‖ is not to be found in Castle Garden data, but in Parson & Co.‘s list of ―Swiss‖
passengers in the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser, August 11, 1841: the name in that list was not ―Joh. Franck‖ but ―John Flang.‖ This last point is most
misleading. In reality, we do not know where Joh. Franck came from in Württemberg, and, to top it off, we have no idea where he was heading in the United
States. Again, Oickle, seemingly without compunction, mixes his data from diverse yet unspecified sources, which – inadvertently or not – creates the
impression that we know more than is actually the case.
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D)

OICKLE’S ―UNIDENTIFIED PASSENGERS ‖

The ―UNIDENTIFIED PASSENGERS‖ section (pp.124-125) strikes this researcher as of no help whatsoever because the ―Miscellaneous Information‖
(should there be any) is so spotty as to make one wonder why it was listed in the first place. Again, no sources are deemed necessary. To get some idea of
just how useless the section is, three examples have been provided:
Entry No. 19‘s ―Miscellaneous Information‖ reads quite simply: ―number of grave, 5.‖ Shouldn‘t a location be provided? In The New-York Spectator,
Wednesday, Sept. 8, 1841, p. 2, the following statement in the article ―More of the Dead,‖ reprinted from the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser of Sept. 4, is
made regarding an unidentified German boy:
―EVANS, Sept. 3, 1841. – Last evening we found a German boy about 15 years old. Mr. Aldrich took charge of the body. I have no description, but
there was nothing found on him. No. the grave 5.‖
Checking the Internet, we read:
―The Town of Evans is located in southern Erie County, New York, bordering on Lake Erie, Town of Hamburg, Town of Eden and Town of Brant. .
. . . Our approximate twelve miles of shoreline significantly increases our summer population as people flock to the beachfront to enjoy its rural
beauty and public parks.‖
http://www.townofevans.org/ - July 20, 2011
A likely cemetery at the time may well have been Evans Center Cemetery (Early Settlers Cemetery/Pioneer Cemetery), Gold Street, Village of Angola,
Town of Evans, NY. Surely such information is better than an unmarked ―grave no. 5‖ with no hint as to possible location provided!

Entry No. 8 has an unidentified 25-year-old man with ―Germany‖ as ―Home‖ and ―5’ 8”; Chauncey Blossom music‖ under ―Miscellaneous Information.‖
A glance at the New-York Spectator, same article as above, Sept. 8, 1841, provides the following information:
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―A man 25 years old, 5 feet 10 inches (not 8‖) high, black dress coat and pants, silk velvet vest, cotton shirt, calf boots, a song book, $8
$9 in change; a few sheets of music marked Chauncey Blossom, wallet, pencil case, two keys, steel tobacco box.‖

in bills,

A conspicuous point is that the man was not designated as ―German.‖ Looking at Der Weltbürger of Sept. 11, 1841, we read:
―One American on whom music was found with the name Chauncy Blosson [sic] written on it.‖
Not only does Oickle‘s entry have both the nationality and height incorrect, but a full description of objects found on the man was not presented! One might
add that the very name ―Chauncey Blossom‖ hardly jives with anything German.
Entry No. 6 under ―Unidentified Passengers‖ is a 45-year-old man, nationality uncertain, with the data ―6’ high”; “(Justice Sherman).‖ This entry
matches Entry No. 78 in Table VI: ―Justice‖ is a misnomer for ―Justis.‖ Oickle somehow misread the given name as ―Jerry.‖ Mr. Justis Sherman and his
daughter were from Hamburg, Erie County. Both died the night of August 9, 1841.

III. THE STRANGE WAY PARSONS & CO. WENT ABOUT CALCULATING THE SIZE OF FAMILIES

The difficulty of calculating the number of those on board the Erie can be clearly seen when considering those immigrants classified as ―Swiss‖ by the
Buffalo ticketing and freight agent PARSONS & CO. These immigrants were, however, by no means exclusively Swiss. Many were Germans, particularly
from the Grand Duchy of Baden and from Alsace, traditionally German but now part of southeastern France bordering on Germany. European passengers on
the ill-fated Erie made up her largest single contingent. Der Weltbürger, in considering total loss of life, comes to the following frightening conclusion,
which is considerably at odds with American newspapers printed in English, which, at least initially, placed the number of ―lost‖ at 170:
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―Nicht 170 oder 200, wie die ersten Berichte lauteten, war die Anzahl der Verunglückten, sondern sie hat sich bereits zu 270
angeschwellt, und man wird sich wenig irren, wenn man 300 annimmt, die das schreckliche Loos [=Los] theilten [=teilten].―
―There are not 170 to 200 victims, as first reported. The number has already grown to 270 and people will
not be mistaken if they assume that 300 suffered that dreadful fate.‖ - Der Weltbürger, August 21, p. 2
It will be noticed that The Weekly Herald of August 21 set the number of casualties at 232, a number decidedly lower than Der Weltbürger of August 21,
which also assumes that 300 lost could also be possible.

NO.
1)
2)
3)

DATE
Aug. 10, 1841
Aug. 21, 1841
Aug. 21, 1841

NEWSPAPER
Buffalo Commercial Advertiser
The Weekly Herald (New York City)
Der Weltbürger (Buffalo, NY)

LOST
170
232
270 (possibly 300)

The reason for the discrepancy is fairly easy to discern: Der Weltbürger by its very nature as a German newspaper catering to German immigrants living in
the Buffalo area, felt duty-bound to delve into the number of German and German-speaking Swiss casualties whose survival rate was so minuscule. In sharp
contrast to Der Weltbürger, America‘s English newspapers‘ coverage of European immigrants, most of whom were German-speaking and hoping to begin a
new life in Ohio, remained basically general while avoiding detail.
Turning to those immigrants, already on August 10, the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser issued the following statement:
―A large number of Swiss immigrants were on board – they were shipped by Messrs. P.L. Parsons & Co. Their list comprises the names of 87
persons; as it is customary to pass children at half price, the whole number on this list must have reached one hundred souls. Only four persons of
the whole, whose names we could not learn, were saved.‖
Reprinted in The Jamestown Journal (Jamestown, Chautauque County, New York), p. 3

Although the numbers behind the surnames of the men heading each party add up to ―87,‖ it is obvious that these figures do not represent ―87 persons.‖
While this researcher has not been able to locate the list of Swiss passengers the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser had allegedly published on August 10
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(referred to in the August 11 issue), the names were reprinted in the August 11 issue, together with the names of four families that had been omitted on Aug.
10.
To point out how not to read P. L. PARSONS & CO. figures, consider p. 94 In Oickle‘s ―Appendix:‖
―. . ., Peter Schneider‘s death notice said he was with ‗a family of five.‘‖
Oickle‘s unstated source is the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser of August 11, 1841 and the ―List of Swiss passengers shipped by Messrs. P. L. PARSONS &
CO.‖ containing the following:
―Peter Schneider & family [Number:] 5, [Destination:] Cleveland, O.‖
The list cannot be equated to a ―death notice,‖ as claimed by Oickle, although neither Peter Schneider nor his family survived. The names listed are those
who bought tickets from the passenger and shipping agent P. L. PARSONS & CO., located at Buffalo. If the list had been identical to a ―death notice,‖ the
three survivors in the list, Christian Durler (a German), ―C. Deitcherick‖ (whose real name was Carl Dietrich) and Dietrich‘s brother (both Swiss) would not
have been included.
The number ―5‖ only refers to the manner of collecting fees, not to ―5 persons.‖ As children counted only as ½ a ticket and infants as ―0,‖ all the figures
provided by P. L. PARSONS & CO. must be computed. I have assumed a husband and a wife (=2 full adult tickets). The remaining 3 tickets require 6 children
(6 x ½=3). In other words, the size of the Schneider family is at least 8 members, provided there was no infant. Oickle seems to accept PARSON AND CO‘s
figures ―as is‖ and without any need to recalculate.
The immigrant families were quite large. A concrete example of family size among the Swiss was to be found in the Saturday evening August 14 issue of the
Buffalo Commercial Advertiser:
―SUFFERERS BY THE ERIE. — We continue to add such names as we are able to gather of the unfortunate victims of the Erie. [. . . . .]
―John Voegele, a Swiss emigrant, wife and 9 children, had in his possession 25,000 florins.‖
Interestingly, the Vögele family had not purchased a ticket from PARSONS & Co. A fascinating question is whether other ticket agents located in Buffalo may
have kept more complete records than PARSONS & Co. Der Weltbürger (Aug. 13 issue) also bears out the size of the Vögele family:
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―Johann Vögele, mit 10 Personen, von Wilderswiel, Kanton Bern, Schweiz,―
―Johann Vögele, with 10 people from Wilderswiel, Canton of Bern in Switzerland,‖

If, ―Lithhold & family‖ is taken as an example, the ―number‖ of his party is listed by PARSONS & CO. as ―5½.‖ What does this mean? The ―5½” translates
into two adults and 7 children (7 x ½= 3½)! In Der Weltbürger, the spelling of ―Lithhold‖ is corrected to Caspar Liethold, with the following statement:

―Caspar Liethold, mit 8 Personen, von Derstetten, Kanton Bern, Schweiz,―
―Caspar Liethold, with 8 people, from Derstetten, Canton of Bern in Switzerland,‖
- August 13, 1841 - Page 2, column 3

Caspar Liethold (1 person) ―with 8 people‖ (plus 8) adds up to 9 (the cryptic ―5½‖ figure provided by PARSONS & CO.: 2 adults plus 7 children). To further
complicate reckoning, should there have been an infant in the party, it was generally not counted.

An examination of the ―list of Swiss passengers‖ provided by PARSONS & CO. in the Aug. 11 issue of the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser is a difficult
undertaking. Many of the names are corruptions of the German. Some receive no confirming documentation by Der Weltbürger. In addition, the method
of calculation provided by PARSONS & CO. is subject to error. Unless otherwise specified, this researcher has assumed that a ―family‖ consisted of only a
husband and wife together with their children. This means that calculation was based on 2 adults plus X children (each counted only ½). If grandparents or
aunts and uncles were present (i.e., additional adults), my calculations will be inflated. As a hedge against this problem, Der Weltbürger has been consulted.
This German publication provides exact numbers. Of the 26 families listed by P. L. PARSONS & CO. as ―Swiss,‖ it would appear that possibly as many as ten
of those families were not only German, but also from the very same community, mistakenly cited as ―Großsaxheim, Baden‖ in Germany!
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The following table is a preliminary investigation of the nationality of the German-speaking immigrants listed by PARSONS & CO. It will be immediately
noticed that the designation ―Swiss‖ was misleading as the passengers were predominantly German.

TABLE I: SO-CALLED ―SWISS‖ IMMIGRANTS IN THE P ARSONS & CO. F IRST LISTING OF AUG. 11, 1841, BUFFALO COMMERCIAL ADVERTISER
No. Name
according
to Parsons
& Co. – in
the Buffalo
Commercial
Advertiser,
Aug. 11,
1841
1)
Geo.
Christian

Name
according to
Der
Weltbürger,
Aug. 13, 1841

Computed size of
the family
following Parsons
& Co.’s ticketing
practice.
1 child = ½;
1 infant= 0

Size of the family
as reported in
Der Weltbürger

G. Christian

8 (“5”=
translating into 2
adults and 6
children)
2 (”2”=2 adults))

7

a) Where they came
from, according to Der
Weltbürger;

Immigrant ship as cited in
Alvin F. Oickle, Disaster on
Lake Erie, “Appendix”

Additional Information

Utica 7/30/41: GEORG
CHRISTMANN:
3 Christmanns are listed

GERMAN!

Utica 7/30/41:
DIETHERECH, CARL &
DIETERECK, JOHN
Listed by Oickle as from
“BADEN
Utica 7/30/41:
CHRISTAIN [sic]
DOELER
--*Oickle: “two to Cleveland”
or “three” : 2 persons
counted]
Ville de Lyon, 7/9/41:

According to Der Weltbürger
(Aug. 13, 1841): SWISS
(accompanied by his brother).
No hometown provided. The
two men are under “RESCUED”
Der Weltbürger: Durler was
rescued. He is placed under
“GERMANS”
GERMAN!

b) Where they were
heading, according to
Parsons & Co.

a) Großsaxheim, Baden;
b) Akron, Ohio

2)

O.
Deitcherick

Carl Dietrich

2

3)

C. Durler

Christian
Durler

1 (”1”= 1 adult))

1

Holmes Co. Ohio; to
Dover, Ohio

4)

R. Filling

R. Felling

2 (“2”=2 adults))

4

Großsaxheim, Baden;
Cleveland, Ohio

5)

John Flang

Joseph Flang

3 (“2½”=2 adults

5

Großsaxheim, Baden;

GERMAN!
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and 1 child)
6)

J. Garghum

7)

Akron, Ohio

9 (“5½“=2 adults
and 7 children)

0

C.
Kellerman

Not listed in
Der
Weltbürger
Karl
Kellermann

1 (“1“= 1 adult)

1

From Miedersulz*,
Lower Alsatia;
To Chicago

8)

Peter Kling

Lorenz Kling

2 (“2“= 2 adults)

3

Großsaxheim, Baden;
Akron, Ohio

9)

J. Korten

1 (“1“= 1 adult)

0

10)

--Lithhold

Not listed in
Der
Weltbürger
Caspar
Liethold

9 (“5½“= 2 adults
& 7 children))

9

From Derstetten,
Canton of Bern,
Switzerland

JOSEPH FRANK, p. 121
under “DIED IN USA“
Utica, 7/30/41:
JOHAN GERMANN

???

--“One body, a man, German by birth, having in his pocket a
ticket for passage to Chicago marked C. Kellermann, given by
P. L. Parsons & Co., was brought to this port and buried.” –
Reported from Erie, PA, on Sept. 9, 1841, & reprinted in the
Washington National Intelligencer, Sept. 16, 1841.
Utica, 7/30/41: LUDWIG
GERMAN!
KLING
Ville de Lyon , 7/9/41:
???
JACOB KIRNER
Oickle: Utica, 7/30/41: CASPAR LUTHHOLD from (the Grand
Duchy of) Baden, Germany.
8 LUTHHOLDS are listed.
New-York Spectator, Sept. 8, 1841: “Evans, Sept. 2, 1841.
Three persons were found yesterday and one to-day, on the
beach.…No. 1. – German. It appears by papers found on him
that his name was Lithhold – shipped by P. L. Parsons & Co., he had two silver watches, five five-franc pieces, and some
other small articles.”

11)

C. Mintch

C. Munsch

2 (“2“= 2 adults))

3

12)

J. Mulliman

Johann
Milleman

2 (“2“= 2 adults)

5

13)

Geo.

G. Niegold

13 (“7½“= 2

9

From Miedsulz*, Lower
Alsatia;
To Chicago

Großsaxheim, Baden;

---

Utica, 7/30/41:
JOHN MUEHLMANN from
(the Grand Duchy of)
Baden, Germany
Utica 7/30/41: GEORG

Der Weltbürger: “with 4 people,
from Benningen, Canton Bern,
Switzerland”: SWISS
Cf. “Niegold“ in Table III, Entry
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Neigold
14)

adults + 11
children)
1 (“1“= 1 adult)

Akron, Ohio

WEIGOLD

1

to Akron, Ohio

---

6 (“4“=2 adults
+4 children)

6

Großsaxheim, Baden

Utica 7/30/41: FRANZ
NEWMINGER

No. 6, below,, with the claim
that he is Swiss. GERMAN!
GERMAN

John
Netzell
J.
Newminger

Johann
Metzel
J. Neininger

16)

Obens

1 (“1“= 1 adult)

0

To Cleveland

17)

C. Palmer

Not listed in
Der
Weltbürger
Christian
Balmer

9

Interlaken, Canton of
Bern, Switzerland:
“Inderlachen“ is
obviously a misspelling
of “Interlaken”

Utica 7/30/41: CHARLES
PALMER from “Baden,
Germany”

18)

[Oickle
treats
PALMER
and
BALMER
separately.]
M. Reibold

8 “(5”= 2 adults +
6 children,
possibly 1 infant)

M. Rehbold

4

GERMAN !

Geo.
Rettenger

Johann
Rettinger

Großsaxheim, Baden;
Akron, Ohio
Großsaxheim, Baden;
Akron, Ohio

---

19)

4 (“3“= 2 adults
+2 children))
4 (“3“= 2 adults +
2 children)

Utica, 7/30/41:
GEORG RITTINGER

Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841:
“J. Rettinger, a German, had two
German bills of lading with him.”

20)

S. Schapler

L. Schappler

9 (“5½“= 2 adults
+ 7 children))

8

Formosa, 6/2/41:
L. SCHAPPLER

21)

Peter
Schmidt
Peter
Schneider

Peter Schmitt

1 (”1”= 1 adult)

7

Aug. 13, 1841: “with 7
people from [the Grand
Duchy of+ Baden.”
Destination (Parsons &
Co.): Cleveland
Großsaxheim, Baden;
Akron, Ohio

15)

22)

Not listed but 8 (“5”= 2 adults +
possibly the
6 children)
“Snyder”
found at
Silver Creek.

5 (“with 4
people“

8

GERMAN

???

---

GERMAN !

Rhone, 7/17/41
The Weekly Herald (New York City), Aug. 28, 1841: Among the
dead at Silver Creek or Cattaraugus, was Mr. Snyder, one of
the Swiss, and Mr. Granger.
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23)
24)

25)
26)

Geo.
Steinman
C.(or “J.“)
Wilbur

Geo.
Zuggler
Martin
Zulgen

Georg
Steinmann
No entry in
Der
Weltbürger,
but
collaboration
from the
Baltimore
Sun & NewYork
Spectator
Georg Ziegler
Not listed in
Der
Weltbürger

2 (“2”= 2 adults)

4

10 (“6”=2 adults
and 8 children)

10

10 (“6”=2 adults
and 8 children)
2 (“2“=2 adults))

7

Großsaxheim, Baden;
Akron, Ohio
To Dover, Ohio

Hochsaxheim, Baden;
Akron, Ohio

0

Utica 7/30/41:
GERMAN
GEORG STEINMAN
--a) Baltimore Sun, Sept. 9, 1841, J. Wilbur’s body found (
Classified as German).
b) New-York Spectator, Sept. 8 (reprint of “More of the Dead,”
from Buf. Com.Adv., Sept. 5, 1841): “A German, had a ticket
marked ‘J. Wilbur, 6 passengers, P. L. Parsons & Co.’ blue cloth
roundabout, coarse vest, striped cotton pants, white shirt,
thick boots, silver watch; 5 feet 8 inches high, 35 years old; 4
five franc pieces, 65 cts in change, letters in German, pocket
book, shirt and hdkf. marked ‘J. W.’”
Utica, 7/30/41: GEORG
GERMAN !
ZIEGLER
Deleted by both Oickle &
Barry

IV. CONCRETE REFERENCES IN DER WELTBÜRGER TO THE SWISS ON BOARD THE ERIE

Eight surnames are identified as Swiss, 6 of whom were definitely from the Canton of Berne. If the figures in Der Weltbürger are correct, 53 passengers on
the Erie were Swiss. The ―Schneider‖ / ―Snyder‖ entry (No. 6) is the joker in the table. I have equated him with ―Schneider‖ and his large family of 8. If
this is a mistake, the number of Swiss sinks to 46.
TABLE II: DOCUMENTED SWISS IMMIGRANTS
No. Name
Name
Computed size of
according
according to the family
to Parsons
Der
following Parsons

Size of the family
as reported in
Der Weltbürger

a) Where they came
from, according to Der
Weltbürger;

Immigrant ship as cited in
Alvin F. Oickle, Disaster on
Lake Erie, “Appendix”

Additional Information
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1)

2)

& Co. – in
the Buffalo
Commercial
Advertiser,
Aug. 11,
1841)
Palmer; C.

Weltbürger,
Aug. 13,
1841

& Co.’s ticketing
practice. 1 child
= ½;
1 infant= 0

Balmer,
Christian

8 “(5”)

9

Deitcherick,
C.

Dietrich, Carl

2 (”2”)

2

b) Where they were
heading, according to
Parsons & Co.

a) Interlaken, Canton of
Bern, Switzerland:
“Inderlachen“ is
obviously a misspelling
of “Interlaken”
b) Massillon, Ohio
a) Listed by Oickle as
from “BADEN”

Utica, 7/30/41: CHARLES
PALMER from “Baden,
Germany”

Oickle has 8 Palmers AND 9
Balmers. Here in Table II, Palmer
has been subsumed under
“Balmer” and “Palmer” deleted.

Utica, 7/30/41:
DIETHERECH, CARL &
DIETERECK, JOHN

According to Der Weltbürger
(Aug. 13, 1841): SWISS
(accompanied by his brother). No
hometown provided. The two
men are under “RESCUED”

b) Dover, Ohio
3)

Karle, Jacob

4)

Lithhold

Liethold,
Caspar

5)

Mulliman, J. Milleman,
Johann
(J. Mulliman
is not listed)

1

9 (“5½“)

9

2 (“2“)

5

a) Duntingen, Canton of
Bern, Switzerland
b) - - a) Der Weltbürger, Aug.
11, 1841: “From
Derstetten, Canton of
Bern, Switzerland“
b) Dover, Ohio
a) Der Weltbürger, Aug.
13, 1841: “Johann
Milleman, with 4
people, from
Benningen, Canton
Bern, Switzerland.”

---

Utica, 7/30/41: 7
“Lithholds from Baden“

Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841:
“A German *!+ with 2 silver
watches, 5 5-Franc pieces, and
various trinkets; papers identify
him as Casper Liethold.”

Utica, 7/30/41:
JOHN MUEHLMANN: 3
people total

Both
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6)

Schneider,
Peter

7)

8)

Not listed
by Parsons
& Co.
although he
had “6
passes.”

Mulliman
(read as
Muelhlmann)
& Milleman
account for 2
separate
entries in
Oickle’s
“Appendix”
Not listed in 8 (“5”=2 adults
Der
and 6 children))
Weltbürger,
but probably
the “Snyder”
found at
Silver Creek

Listed by Oickle as from
“BADEN”
b) Massillon, Ohio

8 (or 1?)

a) - - [Oickle: Bavaria]
b) Destination (Parsons
& Co.): Cleveland

Johann
Vögele

11

Wieler /
Wyler, Jacob

8

a) Wilderswiel, Canton
of Bern, Switzerland
b) - - a) Oberwiel/(Oberwyl),
Canton of Bern,
Switzerland
b) - - -

TOTAL:

Rhone: 7/17/41

a) Oickle: “tailor from Bavaria.”
Interestingly, the word
“Schneider” means “tailor” in
German!
b) The Weekly Herald (New York
City), Aug. 28, 1841: Among the
dead at Silver Creek or
Cattaraugus, was Mr. Snyder,
one of the Swiss, and Mr.
Granger.”

---

--Der Weltbürger, Sept. 4: “More Dead“ – A German, had a
steamboat card for J. Wyler, 6 passes from P. L. Parsons & Co,
blue cloth jacket, plain vest, striped cotton pants, white shirt,
boots, silver watch, 5 feet, 8 inches tall, 35 years of age, 4 5Franc pieces, 65 cents in coin, German letters, portfolio, shirt
and gunny sack marked J. W. According to his papers he was
Jakob Wyler of Oberwyl, Canton Bern.

53 (possibly only 46)
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V. THE 16 FAMILIES FROM ―GROßSAXHEIM , BADEN‖ AND ―H OCHSAXHEIM , BADEN‖

Der Weltbürger lists 16 families with an amazing total of 79 members from the communities of ―Großsaxheim‖ (a German ―ß‖ is ―ss‖) and ―Hochsaxheim,‖
both in Baden. This relatively large number of German emigrants from two neighboring communities has struck this researcher as worthy of a closer look.
Although a Großsachsenheim exists in Württemberg, there is no Großsachsenheim in Baden. An investigation of the town archives with the friendly and
expert help of its director, Dr. Claudia Papp, and an additional look at the Lutheran Church family register for the years prior to 1841, quickly revealed that
the family names listed in Der Weltbürger did not represent families from Großsachsenheim, Württemberg. To clench matters, there is also no
Hohensachsenheim in Württemberg.
Fortunately, a Hohensachsen (without the suffix ―–heim‖) and a Großsachsen (also without ―-heim‖) are neighboring communities in northern Baden, only a
few miles east of Mannheim. Consequently, even with regard to place of origin, Der Weltbürger must be approached with caution. In this case, the ending
―–heim‖ (meaning ―home‖ or ―home town‖) was mistaken. The ―x‖ in, for example, ―Großsaxheim‖ can only be read as standing for ―chs.‖ The deleted ―en-‖ is ellipsis.
The map shows the present extent of the German state of Baden-Württemberg, located in what is now the southwestern corner of Germany. In the year
1841, this region consisted of three political units: (RED) the Grand Duchy of Baden with its capital and royal residence in Karlsruhe; (YELLOW) the
Kingdom of Württemberg (whose capital Stuttgart is now the capital of the present German state of Baden-Württemberg); and (BLUE) the relatively small
Principality of Hohenzollern, the Catholic branch of Prussia, whose royal residence was Sigmaringen. The tiny exclave of Bad Wimpfen was, at the time, a
part of Hessen [Green].
Although Großsachsen and Hohensachsen in Baden go together like two peas in a pod, a final check of the family names was called for. The Lutheran
Church of Großsachsen claimed to have records of family names from the area beginning only in 1870. For records prior to that date, the Lutheran Archives
for all of Baden located in Karlsruhe was the place to turn to. Karlsruhe, however, only had marriages, christenings, and deaths – the family registers were
missing. Yet, the very fact that there were some matches of surnames was encouraging. In Großsachsenheim, Württemberg, for example, not one surname
on the list was found in the family registers before 1840! In Table III, the lightly shaded green background behind the numbering refers to those surnames
which have been found to exist in the two communities prior to 1841. This should not be taken to mean, however, that simply because a surname was found
to have existed in Großsachsen or Hohensachsen, a victim of the Erie was necessarily from one of those two neighboring communities. Yet, at the rock
bottom level, Der Weltbürger cannot have got it all wrong.
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  Q Hohensachsen
Großsachsen

 Großsachsenheim

Großsachsenheim, Württemberg, is 20 miles (32 km)
north of Stuttgart; Großsachsen, Baden, is ca. 40 miles
(65 km) north of Karlruhe. Großsachsen and
Hohensachsen are less than 1 mile (1.4 km) apart.

SWITZERLAND
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TABLE III: GERMAN IMMIGRANTS FROM THE COMMUNITIES OF GROßSACHSEN AND HOHENSACHSEN, BADEN (INCORRECTLY LISTED AS
―GROßSAXHEIM ‖ AND ―HOCHSAXHEIM ‖ IN DER WELTBÜRGER). IT WILL BE NOTICED THAT THERE WERE NO SURVIVORS .
No.
Name
Name
Computed Size of the a) Where they came
Immigrant ship as cited in Alvin Additional Information
according to
according to
size of the family as
from (“Großsaxheim” F. Oickle, Disaster on Lake Erie,
Parsons & Co.
Der
family
reported in & “Hochsaxheim,” as
“Appendix”
– in the Buffalo Weltbürger,
following Der
listed in Der
Commercial
Aug. 13, 1841
Parsons & Weltbürger Weltbürger, have
Advertiser,
Co.’s
been corrected)
Aug. 11, 1841)
ticketing
practice.
b) Where they were
1 child =
heading, according to
½;
Parsons & Co.
1 infant=
0
1)
Christian, Geo.
Christian, G.
8 (“5”=2
7
a) Großsachsen,
Utica 7/30/41: GEORG
--adults +6
Baden;
CHRISTMANN (31); MARIA
children)
b) Akron, Ohio
CHRISTMANN (36) is cited from
[the Grand Duchy of] Baden.
[3 family members]
Oickle may well have scored a hit opting for “Christmann.” In Hohensachsen (not Großsachsen), on April 4, 1837, Georg Christmann married Maria
Katharina Bauder. In 1839, Johannes Christmann, also from Hohensachsen, married Magdalene Vogt. Due to incomplete records in Karlsruhe, the ages of
the newlyweds were not available. The number of family members (3) provided by the Castle Garden Website does not, however, coincide with the size of
the family as provided either by Parsons & Co. (assuming only 2 adults, “5” computes to 8) or by Der Weltbürger (7). Oickle’s “Grosssaxheim, Baden” is, of
course, taken from Der Weltbürger, not from the Castle Garden Website, which only lists “Baden” under “province.”
2)
Filing, E.
Felling, R.
2 (“2”)
4
a) Großsachsen,
----Baden;
b) Cleveland, Ohio
3)
Flang, John
Flang, Joseph
3 (“2½”)
5
a) Großsachsen,
Ville de Lyon, 7/9/41:
--Neither FLANG
Baden;
JOHAN FRANCK, p. 121;
nor FRANK
b) Akron, Ohio
mistakenly placed under under
have been
“DIED IN USA“
found in
Großsachsen
or
Hohensachsen.
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4)

5)

6)

Kling, Peter
Kling, Lorenz
(KLING:
verified in
Großsachsen &
Hohensachsen)
-Kraft, Georg
(KRAFT:
verified in
Großsachsen)
Neigold, Geo.
Niegold, G.

2 (“2“)

3

a) Großsachsen,
Baden;
b) Akron, Ohio

---

1

a) Großsachsen,
Baden
b) - - -

13 (“7½“)

9

a) Großsachsen
Baden;
b) Akron, Ohio

Utica ,7/30/41: LUDWIG KLING

---

Utica, 7/30/41: GEORG
WEIGOLD
(a family of 7)
(WEIGOLD as a surname –
verified in Großsachsen)

7)

Newminger, J.

8)

Reibold, M.
Rehbold, M
4 (“3“)
4
a) Großsachsen,
Ville de Lyon, 7/9/41:
(REIBOLD:
Baden;
BALTHASAR REIBOLD from
verified in
b) Akron, Ohio
Hesse, Nassau
Großsachsen &
Hohensachsen)
Oickle: 3: with “wife and child”
On July 11, 1839, Johann Michael Reibold married Eva Katharina Riedinger in Großsachsen.
Rettenger,
Rettinger
4 (“3“)
5: “Johann a) Großsachsen,
Utica, 7/30/41:

9)

Neininger, J.

6 (“4“)

6

a) Großsachsen,
Baden
b) - - -

---

Utica 7/30/41: FRANZ
NEWMINGER

a) Sept. 11, 1841, Der
Weltbürger, “G. Niegold, Swiss,
had a card for 7 people” : The
statement “Swiss” appears to be
incorrect although it was printed
elsewhere:
b) “The fourth *body+ was that of
G. Nergold, a Swiss. About him
was found a ticket from Messrs.
Parsons & Co. for seven
passengers to Cleveland.” “More of the Erie,” New-York
Spectator, Sept. 11, 1841, “From
the Buffalo Commercial
[Advertiser] of Monday evening”
Oickle treats NEWMINGER and
NEININGER separately=12
persons
---

a) “J. Rettinger, a German, had
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10)

11)

Geo.

Johann;
(RIEDINGER:
verified in
Großsachsen)

Schmidt, Peter

Schmitt, Peter
1 (”1”)
(SCHMITT:
verified in
Großsachsen &
Hohensachsen)
Siegel, A[dam]. - - -

---

12)

---

13)

Steinman, Geo.

14)

[Not listed by

Rettinger,
Baden;
with 4
b) Akron, Ohio
people,
from the
same
district” –
Aug. 13,
Der
Weltbürger
7
a) Großsachsen
Baden;
b) Akron, Ohio

GEORG RITTINGER
(family of 11!)

4

Ville de Lyon, 7/9/41:
FEH SIEGEL from “Hesse, Nassau,“ DIED IN USA,“ p. 122

a) Großsachsen,
Baden
b) - - -

Stein, Peter
(PETER STEIN:
verified in
Großsachsen,
married
Katharina
Friederike
Mayer in 1838)
Steinmann,
Georg

---

1

a) Großsachsen,
Baden;
b) - - -

2 (“2”)

4

a) Großsachsen,
Baden;
b) Akron, Ohio

Sulzer, Martin

---

2

a) Großsachsen,

two German bills of lading with
him.” – Der Weltbürger, Sept.
11, 1841;
b) “J. Witzel or George Rittinger,
German ; had two bills of lading
in German.” – “More of the
Erie,” New York Spectator, Sept.
11, 1841 (From the Buffalo Com.
Adv. Of “Monday morning”)

-----

“A German with velvet jacket, black cloth vest, striped pants, white
shirt labeled A. S., 6 feet tall, 35 years of age, 5 5-Franc pieces and
80 cents in coin, knife and fork, lighter, 2 leather money belts and 2
keys. According to his papers, he is Adam Siegel.” – Der
Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841
Utica, 7/30/41:
Com. Adv., Aug. 14: “Capt. ZHAM
PHILIPP STEIN
has furnished us the names of
the following Germans, not
before mentioned:
…..
Peter Stein…. “

Utica 7/30/41:
GEORG STEINMAN
- Only husband & wife listed yet
notation “with 3 people”*=4+
---

---

Oickle’s destination “Akron, OH”
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Parsons & Co.]

15)

---

16)

Zuggler, Geo.

(MARTIN
SULZER:
verified in
Großsachsen)
Weichel, Anton
(WEICKEL:
verified in
Großsachsen)

---

9

Ziegler, Georg
10 (“6”)
GEORG
ZIEGLER:
(verified in
Großsachsen,
not
Hohensachsen)

11/16

7

Baden;
b) - - -

has not been found.

a) Großsachsen,
--Baden;
b) - - Com. Adv., Aug. 14:
“ Anthony Weichel
and fam’y of 8 pers’s”
a) Hohensachsen,
Utica 7/30/41: GEORG ZIEGLER
Baden;
(Only 2 Zieglers!)
b) Akron, Ohio

---

---

TOTAL: 78

Simply out of curiosity to see whether any of the 16 surnames (and the variant spellings) listed above are still prevalent in Ohio, I have added the following
table. I leave it up to the reader to draw his or her own conclusions (if any are possible) from the results:
TABLE IV: THE 16 SURNAMES & VARIANTS IN OHIO TODAY: http://www.intelius.com/people-search.html
1)

Christian/Akron: 74

Christmann: 0

9)

Rettinger/Ohio: 1

Riedinger/Akron: 24 //
Rittinger/Akron: 3

2)

Filing/Cleveland: 35

Felling: 1

10)

Schmitt/Akron: 169

---

3)

Flang/Akron: 0 (Cleveland:

Franck/Akron: 4 (Ohio: 250)

11)

Siegel/Akron 34

--30

1)
4)

Kling/Akron: 73

---

12)

Stein/Akron: 250

---

5)

Kraft/Akron: 135

---

13)

Steinmann/Ohio: 177

---

6)

Neigold/Ohio: 0

Niegold/Ohio: 0 //

14)

Sulzer/Akron: 6; Ohio: 250

---

15)

Weichel/Ohio: 3

Weikel/Ohio: 11

16)

Zuggler/Ohio: 0

Ziegler/Akron: 124

Weigold/Ohio: 42
7)

8)

Newminger/Ohio: 0

Neininger/Ohio: 94 (Akron: 2 /

Nationwide: 0

Cleveland: 1)

Reibold/Ohio: 77

Rehbold/Ohio: 0; Nationwide:
6

VI. CONCRETE REFERENCES TO THE REMAINING GERMANS ON BOARD THE ERIE, WHO WERE NOT FROM GROßSACHSEN OR HOHENSACHSEN
(BADEN) AND WHO WERE NOT SWISS

It has struck me as only reasonable to place greater reliance on Der Weltbürger for German names than on the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser. On the other
hand, it has also seemed reasonable to place greater reliance on the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser for American (i.e., Anglo-Saxon) names than on Der
Weltbürger.

TABLE V: REMAINING GERMANS (NOT FROM GROßSACHSEN OR HOHENSACHSEN AND NON -S WISS)
No.
Name
Name according Computed
Size of
a) Where they
Immigrant ship as cited in
according to to Der
size of the
the family came from,
Alvin F. Oickle, Disaster
Parsons &
Weltbürger,
family
as
according to Der
on Lake Erie, “Appendix”
Co. – in the
Aug. 13, 1841
following
reported
Weltbürger;

Additional Information
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Buffalo
Commercial
Advertiser,
Aug. 11,
1841)
1)

---

Parsons &
Co.’s
ticketing
practice. 1
child = ½;
1 infant= 0
Ackermann,
Valentin

in Der
Weltbürg
er

1

“- - - von
Ockerman” not
documented in
Der Weltbürger

2)

3)

4)

---

Byer, J. F.,
Chicago
[Oickle:
Boyer, J.F.
(Beyer)]

Barbier, Philipp
(German)/
Philip (Am. Buf. Com. Adv.,
Aug. 10, 1841)

1

Beyer, J. F.

1

Blila, Andrew W.

b) Where they
were heading,
according to
Parsons & Co.
a) “from Erie,
previously RhineBavaria”
b) - - “Von Ockerman, a
German, tinner,
late in the employ
of Mr. Hubbard,
who was on a visit
to his mother, near
Erie” – Buffalo
Com. Adv., Aug. 11,
1841
a) “From Buffalo,
(formerly from
Habskirchen,
Rhine-Bavaria)

---

Oickle: “born von Ockerman” – source not
provided.
It is unlikely that a “tinner” named
Ackermann (German: “farmer” or “peasant”)
should be a member of the nobility *“von”+.
It should also be noted that the German
surname “Ackermann,” when pronounced in
German, sounds very much like “Ockermann”
in English.

---

“…wife and children left there *i.e., in
Buffalo+”
Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841
a painter

b) - a) “From
Miedersulz*,
Alsatia….”

---

a) “….left behind a wife and 6 small children
here” *i.e., in Buffalo+. Der Weltbürger, Aug.
13, 1841
b) “J. F. Byer, Chicago – 2 [persons]” – Buf.

Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841

1

Born March 15, 1830, in
Claims that the eleven-year-old Blila was on
[Bad] Krozingen, southern the Erie and rescued did not surface until
32

Baden. Passed away on
February 2, 1919. Cf.
http://www.bliley.net/fa
mily/Blila/index.html
Young Blila arrived with
his family in the United
States in September
1834, at the age of four.
5)

Bargest,Mrs.,
Portsmouth
(Buf. Com.
Adv., Aug.
11, 1841)

Burgart,
Margaret

6)

---

Oberst Conrad
(Military
designation:
“Oberst”=
“Colonel”)

7)

8)

Durler, C.

---

Durler,
Christian

Feigert, Philipp
[Oickle:
Counted twice:

4 (“3”)

4 (“with 3
children”)

1

“From Fockenberg
near Kusel in
Rhine-Bavaria, on
her way to her
husband in
Portsmouth, Ohio”
(Der Weltbürger,
Aug. 13, 1841)
a) “From
Bedbennen,
Baden…”

1909. Cf. John Miller, A Twentieth Century
History of Erie County, Ch. VI, “Burning of the
Erie” http://johnmaynard.net/MillerHistory.pdf

Oickle has Bargest (3) and Burgart (4) listed
separately under “Passengers.” One can be
fairly certain that the two parties are one and
the same as they are both heading for
Portsmouth.

---

“…left behind a wife and 4 children here (i.e.,
in Buffalo).” Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841

Utica, 7/30/41:
CHRISTAIN (sic) DOELER;
From Baden, Germany

Der Weltbürger: Durler was rescued.
He is classified under “GERMANS”

b) - - 1 (”1”)

1

1

a) “From Holmes
Co. Ohio”
b) “To Dover,
(Tuscarawas
County) Ohio”
(-Parsons & Co.)
The two counties
are adjacent.
a) Der Weltbürger,
Aug. 13, 1841:
“From Erie,
previously Rhine-

If Durler was already
situated in the United
States, he obviously
arrived before July 30,
1841.
a) “Phillip, a German” – reference to
musicians in the Erie Band, Buf. Com. Adv.,
Aug. 11, 1841
b) The body of “Philip Feigart” reported found
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“Feigert,
Philipp“ under
“Passengers“ &
“Feihert, Philip“
under “Presque
Isle Band”+

Bavaria” & Sept.
11, 1841:
“Musician, a
German from Erie,
had $27 on him”
b) - - -

Garghum, J.
Not
(The
documented
surname
“Garghum” is
not German.)
Gilling, L.
Not
documented

9)

10)

0

4 (“3”)

Julich, Lorenz

0

4

Kellerman; C.

Kellermann, Karl

1 (“1“)

1

Korten, J.

Not
documented

1 (“1“)

0

[Oickle:
Hang, John]

[Oickle: AHaning, John,
Peter,
Catherine]
Not
documented
Kreis, Michael

Utica, 7/30/41

a) - - b) To Massillon,
Ohio
a) “with 3 people
from Birkenau,
Darmstadt”
a) “Miedersulz,
Lower Alsatia”
b) Chicago
a) - - b) To Dover, Ohio

11)

---

0

1

a) “From
Schönbach”

(Erie, PA, Sept. 9) in the Daily National
Intelligencer (Washington, Sept. 16, 1841).
c) “Philip Frigert, of Erie, had $27 in change,
key and thimble, and silk pocket
handkerchief.”– “More of the Erie,” New York
Spectator, Sept. 11, 1841 (From the Buffalo
Com. Adv. of “Monday morning”)
Listed by Oickle under “JOHAN *sic]
GERMANN:” 6 persons. The surname
“GERMANN” is also not listed by Der
Weltbürger.
Listed by Oickle under “L. GILLIG”: husband,
wife & child

---

---

Ville de Lyon, 7/9/41:
JACOB KIRNER : From
Hesse, Nassau, Germany
Ville de Lyon, 7/8/41,
from Prussia, “Wife &
child”

The surname “KIRNER” is also not listed by Der
Weltbürger.

Utica, 7/30/41:
Buffalo/Schönbach

b) - - 34

12)

---

Lorg, Johann

5

a) “With 4 people
from Birkenau,
Darmstadt”

Oickle also has “with 4 people,” but lists only 4
Lorgs.

[Oickle: Mann,
Friedrich]
Not found

0

Ville de Lyon, 6/18/41,
MANN, Friedrich [M] &
MANN, Phanne [F], party
of 2 from Württemberg

2

“Adam Minker, from here, along with another
German man, whose name we were unable to
discover, both badly burned”
Minker is not included in Oickle’s list.
--Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 10, 1841:
a) Mintch and friend: 2
b) “Mintch was recently from Europe, and
left his family in this city [=Buffalo]. He was on
his way west to secure land for ultimate
settlement.”
Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841:
c) “Christoph Munsch, with 2 people, from
Mied*er+sulz, Lower Alsatia”
“J. Witzel or George Rittinger, German ; had two bills of lading in German.”
– “More of the Erie,” New York Spectator, Sept. 11, 1841 (From the Buffalo
Com. Adv. Of “Monday morning”)
--Deleted by Oickle & Barry

b) - - -

13)

---

Minker , Adam:
rescued

14)

Mintch, C.

Munsch,
Christoph

2 (“2“)

3

1 (“1“)

1

a) --b) To Chicago

1 (“1“)

0

b) to Cleveland,
Ohio
a) “young man,
farmer, formerly of
Hamburgh, Erie.
Co.”
b) To Cleveland

[Oickle treats
Mintch and
Munsch
separately.]

15)

Netzell, John

Obens
Ricker, Ansel

Metzel, Johann
(Witzel, J.)
Not
documented
Documented,
but not on
board

0

Copernicus, 10/26/1835;
Oickle: “Hamburg, N.Y. /
Prussia” – source not
provided.

―Ansel Ricker, whose name was mentioned as
one of the lost, did not go on board.‖ –
Milwaukee Sentinel, Aug. 24, 1841
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16)

Schapler, S.

Schappler, L.

17)

---

Siegwald, Jacob
(rescued)

18)

Stember,
Mrs. M.
Parsons &
Co.:
Zanesville

Stemmler,
Elisabeth

9 (“5½“)

8

1

3 (“3”=3
adults:
mother
plus 2
“grown
children”)

3

a) Aug. 13, 1841:
“with 7 people
from [the Grand
Duchy of+ Baden.”

Formosa, 6/2/41

b) Destination
(Parsons & Co.):
Cleveland
a) “From
Miedersulz,
Alsatia”

(Not found in Oickle’s list)

b) --a) “With 2 grown
daughters, from
Fockenberg, near
Kusel in RhineBavaria, . . .

Oickle: “Stemmler” and “Stemper” are
counted separately .

b) Der Weltbürger,
Aug. 13, 1841: on
her way to her son
in Zannesville,
Ohio.”

19)

Strugler, A.

Strugler, A.

20)

Buffalo Com.
Adv:, Aug.
10, 1841:

Weber,
Heinrich

2 (“2”)

3

1

Utica, 7/30/41,
(The Grand Duchy of)
Baden, Germany
Oickle: “and friend”:
STRIEGEL, Andreas
a) “From Buffalo,
previously from
Sand, Rhine-

“A. Strugler from Cleveland with two people”
– Der Weltbürger, Aug. 21, 1841
“A Strugler, Cleveland, two persons” Buf. Com.
Adv., Aug. 11, 1841
a) Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841: Henry
Weber, identified by his mother and brother,
who live here; he was one of the painters.
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Weaver,
Henry,
painter, from
Buffalo

21)

Wilbur, C.
(Body of J.
Wilbur
found)

22)

Vaughart,
Peter: wife
and three
children of
Buffalo. Has
6 other
children at
Erie, Pa. –
Weekly
Herald (N.Y.),
Aug. 21,
1841
Zulgen,
Martin

Bavaria” – Der
Weltbürger, Aug.
13, 1841

Not
documented,
but additional
Baltimore Sun
news item.
Wimgart, Peter:
“a German
whose name we
reported as
Peter Vaughart
in our last
issue[Der
Weltbürger,
Aug. 21, 1841+.”

10 (“6”= 2
adults, 8
children)

Not
documented

2 (“2“)

10

5:
He, his
wife and
3 children
died; 6
children
were left
behind in
Erie.

0

b) Another [picked up near silver Creek] was
that of Henry Weaver, a German, who has a
mother and brothers residing in this city.” “More of the Erie,” New-York Spectator, Sept.
11, 1841, “From the Buffalo Commercial
[Advertiser] of Monday evening”
--Baltimore Sun, Sept. 9, 1841, J. Wilbur’s body
Oickle takes the ―6‖ found. Classified as German.
provided by Parsons &
Co. to mean just that: 6
Wilburs.

a) - - b) To Dover, Ohio
b) They were on
their way to
Chicago to visit his
sister.

a) - - b) Akron, Ohio

---

Deleted by Barry & Oickle

ADDENDUM:
Heinrich Hagemann has been added to the list of Germans although he was not designated as “German” by Der Weltbürger:
23)
Hagemann, Heinrich
3
None of the Hagemanns
“Heinrich Hagemann and his mother, from
is listed by Oickle
here, the father Christoph Hagemann was
rescued” –, Der Weltbürger, Aug. 21, 1841

TOTAL:

62
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* J. F. Beyer, C. Kellermann, C. Munsch, and Jacob Siegwald are listed in Der Weltbürger as emigrating from ―Miedersulz, Lower Alsatia.‖ The correct

place name was originally ―Niedersulzbach‖ [in English (with a ―Western‖ touch),―Lower Salt Creek‖]. There were two villages by this name in Alsace, one
in the north (now with changed spelling: Niedersoultzbach) and one in the south (now using the French: Soppe-le-Bas). The term ―Lower Alsatia‖ refers to
elevation. As the Rhine flows from south to north, ―Lower Alsatia‖ is in fact northern Alsace. Consequently, the correct point of origin of the four men
listed in Der Weltbürger was the village (256 inhabitants in 2007) now spelled Niedersoultzbach.
Table V does not attempt to follow Oickle in the hazardous task of deciphering initials: e.g., ―V____H____‖ for ―Virgil, Habershick‖ [not listed: but
shouldn‘t it read ―Habershick (surname), Virgil (given name)?] or ―W.____. E.L.‖ (no name suggested). Initials have been consistently rejected as
insufficient data, particularly because given names, if at all provided, are only for the head of an immigrant family.
VII. NON-GERMANS AND NON-SWISS

TO DESIGNATE MEMBERS OF THE CREW OR THOSE EMPLOYED ON THE ERIE , NAMES HAVE BEEN PLACED AGAINST A MAGENTA BACKGROUND . FOR THOSE RESCUED, NAMES
ARE IN GREEN .

TABLE VI : NON-GERMANS AND NON-S WISS
A) DOCUMENTED IN 1841
No. Name (Der Weltbürger)
1)
[2 unidentified members of the Erie Band, one of
whom may have been “Williams, a cabinet
maker”+

Total no.
2

2)
3)

-----

0
5

4)

Allen, John

1

From
Erie, PA

(one from
Ontario
County)
Erie, PA [Der
Weltbürger,

Additional information
a) “Among those on board were ten young men composing the Erie Band,
who had consented to accompany Capt. TITUS to Chicago and back, whose
names we were unable to ascertain until today.” Buffalo Commercial
Advertiser, Aug. 10, 1841. – Only eight of the ten were identified.
b) “Williams, a cabinet maker” is listed as a member of the band in John
Miller’s Chapter VI, “The Burning of the Erie,” in A Twentieth Century
History of Erie County, Pennsylvania (1909), p. 661.
An American, name unknown: Aug. 11: identified as Lamberton, Alexander
5 or 6 passengers who left the steamship Hotel and took passage on the
Erie, names unknown, one of them from Ontario County
2nd engineer
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5)

Sept. 11,
1841]
Providence, NJ

Angell, John

1

Bauter, Michel and Margaret – Listed by Oickle
under “Passengers,” p. 99
Brown, L. (Male) – Listed by Oickle under
“Passengers,” p. 100
Beebe, Levi
[Weltbürger: Bebee, ---],

Not
documented
Not
documented
1

?

Cooperstown,
N.Y.

a) “Son of Geo. Beebee, Cleveland” – Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841
b) “a son of Georg Bebee, Cleveland” – Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841
c) “not twelve years of age” - New-Bedford Mercury (New-Bedford, Mass.),
Fri. Aug. 27, 1841, p. 1, c. 4
d) “He had been at the military school at Cooperstown, and came to
Buffalo on his way home (to Cleveland) with Chief Justice Nelson
who placed him in charge of the master of the Erie.” – Ibid.

7)
8)

Brunkard / Brunkhard, Sam.
Button, Roome

1
1

Deckhand; Der Weltbürger, Aug. 21, 1841: “Sam. Brunkhard”

9)

Camp, William E.

1

Erie, PA
vicinity of Fort
Plain, NY
Harrisburg, PA

10)

Carpenter, Hiram

1

?

a) “owner of the racehorse on board” – Der Weltbürger, Aug. 21, 1841
b) “Hiram Carpenter, the owner of the race horse Half Moon, which was on
board the Erie” – “The Dead of the Erie,” from the Buf. Com. Adv., reprinted
in The Sun (Baltimore, Maryland), September 13, 1841, p. 2, c. 3
C) “Hiram Carpenter, a young man, the owner of the race-horse “Half
Moon,” which was on board the Erie. About the body were found $13 in
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6)

Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841: “Joh. Angel, had a large sum of money on
him”

a) Der Weltbürger, Aug. 21, 1841: “One man, W. E. Camp of Harrisburg, was
picked up by Canadian sailors and buried at Point Albino, later dug up and
brought back here, along with $565 found in his clothing.”
b) “The body of Mr. WILLIAM E. CAMP, lost on board the Erie, together with a
boy about 10 years old, were brought to town by the Wisconsin. The child
was picked up in the lake, but the body of Mr. C. had been interred at Point
Abino. $565 are now in the hands of the authorities on the other side,
which were found on Mr. CAMP and will be paid over as soon as lawful
representatives appear.” Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 16, 1841

11)
12)

Cheats, William
Clemens, Edgar
(Testified before the Coroner’s Inquest)
Cluff, John C.
[Miller: Clapp, John]
[Oickle: Culp, John C.]

1
1

Buffalo, NY
?

1

14)

Cobb, E. S. [Weltbürger: “E. C.“ (Aug. 13) & “E.
S.“(Sept. 11)+

1

Erie, PA
[Oickle:
Lycoming Co.,
PA]
New York

15)
16)

Conroy, Thomas
Crittenden, Noah P.

1
1

17)
18)

Daily, W.
DeGraff, Hiram
(Testified before the Coroner’s Inquest)
Dimm, ---

1
1

13)

19)

1

Buffalo
Der
Weltbürger:
Genova [sic];
“Noah
Crittenden, of
Geneva *NY+”
– Baltimore
Sun, Sept. 13,
1841
Buffalo
Jo Davies Co.,
Illinois
Erie, PA (Der
Weltbürger,
Aug. 13, 1841)

bills and $1.38 in coin, three rings and a pack of playing cards.” - “More of
the Erie,” New-York Spectator, Sept. 11, 1841, “From the Buffalo
Commercial [Advertiser] of Monday evening”
“colored man from Buffalo, steward “ – Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841
1st engineer (since 3 yrs.) 27 yrs. of age, - “Coroner’s Inquest,” Buf. Com.
Adv., Aug. 14, 1841.
Musician in the Erie Band. Buf. Com Adv., Aug. 10, 1841: “John C. Cluff”;
Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841: “John C. Cluff, from Erie, PA” “John CLAPP”
in John Miller‘s Chapter VI, ―The Burning of the Erie,‖ in A Twentieth
Century History of Erie County, Pennsylvania (1909), p. 661.
Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841: “More Dead“ – E. S. Cobb, an American,
jewelry, considerable sum of money, papers, keys, etc.” Buf. Com.Adv., Aug.
10, 1841: From “Ann Arbor, Michigan.”
New-York Spectator, Sept. 8 (reprint of “More of the Dead,” from Buf.
Com.Adv., Sept. 5, 1841): “E. S. Cobb, gold watch, 2 gold rings, pocket
hdkfs, gold pin, bunch of keys, knife, gloves, purse with $1.13 in change,
and $24 in bills; $50 in Detroit shinplasters [=privately issued paper
currency], and a check on the Treasury of the State Bank of Michigan, for
$156.”
deckhand
a) “Among the twenty-two bodies taken to Silver Creek, ten were Swiss
(four females) and the other twelve identified as follows: No. 1. Noah
Crittenden, of Geneva” - “More of the Erie,” New-York Spectator, Sept. 11,
1841, “From the Buffalo Commercial [Advertiser] of Monday evening”
b) Oickle, p. 63 of Disaster on Lake Erie: “The body of Noah P. Crittenden
was among thirteen unidentified victims of the Erie’s sinking buried in a
common grave at Glenwood Cemetery in Silver Creek, New York.”
c) My comment: Why Crittenden, whose body had been identified, would
have been put in a “common grave” is a mystery.
deckhand
passenger; farmer
young musician in the Erie Band
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20)

Dow, Mrs.

1

21)

Evarts, ---

1

22)

Finney, Peter

1

23)

Fitzgerald, R.
Fox, Otto *Oickle: “Passengers,” p. 102+

24)

Foley, Patrick

1
Not
documented
1
Erie, PA

25)

1

26)

Foster, Harrison
(Testified before the Coroner’s Inquest)
Freeman, Henry

27)

Fuller, Augustus/Luther/Thomas

1

“Luther Fuller” : Buffalo Commercial Advertiser,
Aug. 11, 1841, & Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841
“Augustus” – body recovered
“Augustus”: Cf. Laura Sanford (1819-1907),

1

? [Oickle:
Springville,
N.Y.]
Buffalo: Der
Weltbürger,
Aug. 13, 1841
Buffalo: Der
Weltbürger,
Aug. 13, 1841
Erie, Pa
?

Harbor Creek,
PA
“From
Jamestown,
Chautauqua,
County” – Der
Weltbürger,
Aug. 13, 1841

Buffalo (Der
Weltbürger:
Aug. 13,
1841].
Erie Borough
& County, PA:
Daily National
Intelligencer,

painter

painter

deckhand
Oickle: “With wife and three children”
Deckhand. “Also a due bill for one dollar, drawn by Patrick Conner, in favor
of Michael Dea, or bearer. Since identified as Patrick Foley, a deck hand on
the Erie.” - “More of the Erie,” New-York Spectator, Sept. 11, 1841, “From
the Buffalo Commercial [Advertiser] of Monday evening”
“Coroner’s Inquest,” Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 14, 1841: carpenter, 26 yrs. of
age.
a) ―Henry Freeman, on his way to Milwaukie, clerk of a drugstore, formerly
of Jamestown, Chautauque co.‖ – Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841
b) ―As the Erie was not expected to touch at any of the ports in this county,
we have to congratulate ourselves that few or none of our people were on
board the doomed vessel; though we fear one young gentleman, a son of E.
FREEMAN, Esq. of Jamestown, who was a passenger for Chicago, was
among the lost.‖ –―Editor‘s Correspondence, Fredonia, Aug. 10‖ in Buf.
Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841.
a) Listed as a “fireman” by Der Weltbürger. “Luther Fuller”
b1) Titus does not mention Fuller’s first name. According to Capt. Titus,
FULLER was the helmsman on duty at the time of the fire. Capt. Titus’s
testimony (Aug. 11, 1841) before the Coroner’s Inquest: “think Fuller
remained at the wheel and never left it until burned to death; he was
always a resolute man in obeying orders.”
b2) “Blila knew him only as Fuller….”, “A Wandering Legend of Lake Erie:
John Maynard” by Frederick J. Shepard, Buffalo News, July 16, 1927, p. 9:
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History of Erie County (1862 & Revised Edition
1895)

28)

Gelston – Gerston – Gilson – Glieson, Lloyd

Sept. 16,
1841)
Harbor Creek,
Erie County,
PA: Laura
Sanford

1

Erie

Gilson, Lloyd (Cf. Laura G. Sanford’s History of
Erie County, new and enlarged edition, 1894, p.
288

29)

Granger, Henry

1

Quincy, NY

30)

Green, Oren/Orin/Oickle: Orrin

1

Rushville, Yes
Co., N.Y.

* Oickle: “moving to Michigan” – not found ]

http://johnmaynard.net/Wandering.html
c) The body of an “Augustus Fuller” was reported found in an article from
Erie, PA, Sept. 9, reprinted in the Daily National Intelligencer (Washington),
Sept. 16, 1841. Augustus Fuller’s body and those of five others found on the
same day were said to belong to “this borough and county.”
d) For Alvin F. Oickle’s comments on “Augustus,” cf. Disaster on the Erie, p.
63.
e) For “Thomas Fuller,” cf. New-Bedford Mercury (New-Bedford, Mass.), Fri.
Aug. 27, 1841, p. 1, c. 4, vol. XXXV, no. 8.
a) “Gelston“ = Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 10, 1841;
b) “One of those found was Lloyd Gelston, the clerk of the Erie….On Mr.
Gelston was found his gold watch and $80.” Thr New-York Spectator, Sept.
18, 1841, p. 4, From the Buffalo Commercial [Adv.] of Monday.
c) “Gerston“ = Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841;
d) Oickle: under “Gilson“;
e) “Purser Gilson” in John Miller‘s Chapter VI, ―The Burning of the Erie,‖
in A Twentieth Century History of Erie County, Pennsylvania (1909), p.
661;
f) The Log Cabin (New-York), Saturday, August 21, 1841, published by H.
Greeley: “Glieson, the clerk”
fireman. The Weekly Herald (New York City), Aug. 28, 1841: “Among the
dead at Silver Creek or Cattaraugus, was Mr. Snyder, one of the Swiss, and
Mr. Granger.”
―LEGACIES TO BENEVOLENT OBJECTS. – Our much lamented fellow-citizen
Mr. OREN GREEN, who perished on board the fated steamer Erie, on the

night of the 9th of August last, in his will, gave liberal legacies to the
American Bible society – American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions – American Tract Society – American House
Missionary Society, and the American Education society.
―Specific sums are given independent of contingency, and further
legacies to considerable amount are made to depend on contingencies.
Mr. Green was possessed of a handsome competency which he has
disposed of in view of the honest hour of death in such manner as
fully to prove the sincerity of the professions of a well ordered life.
―When the great deep gave up the body of this good man, it was found
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that his pocket contained the Bible, which in life and in death, he
valued above all price. This county, and more especially the village
of Rushville, will long feel the loss they have sustained in the demise
of this virtuous man. – Yates Co. Whig.‖ – Albany Evening Journal,
Oct. 9, 1841, p. 2.
31)

Green, Silas K.

1

[Mill Creek,
Erie Co., PA ]

32)
33)

Griffin [Weltbürger: Grifin], Wm.
Griffin, Edmund /
(Weltbürger: “Eduard”+

1
1

Mississippi
?

34)
35)

Griffin, Miss
Hacket[t], Dr. Georg[e]

1
1

New York
Lockport, NY

36)

Harrington, John

1 (or 5?)

White’s
Corners, PA

37)
38)

Heck, James
Hogg, C.

1
1

Erie, PA
?

39)

Hughes, Robert

1

Erie, PA

fireman; also listed in Aug. 12, 1841 Buf. Com. Adv. as from “Erie, PA:” Silas
K. Green, fireman, of Erie, Pa. He left the S. B. Missouri, on her way up, and
went aboard the Erie then fitting out.”

a) Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841: “Eduard Griffin with about $200, a note
for $2000, jewelry, knife, etc.”
b) New-York Spectator, Sept. 8 (reprint of “More of the Dead,” from Buf.
Com.Adv., Sept. 5, 1841): ”Edmund Griffin; black frock coat, figured pants,
white shirt, calf boots, silver watch, tobacco box, $196 in bills, $2.30 in
change, pencil case, gold pin, knife, comb; note from Webster & Griffin at
Edmund Griffin for $2000, dated New York, 21st March, 1836.”
a) Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841: “Georg Hacket from Lockport”
b) Doctor Hackett, Thompsonian (herbal) physician, of Lockport, (colored.),
Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841
Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841, “The Dead:” “John Harrington, wife and 3
children” Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841: “John Harrington, late of White’s
Corners, Erie co. entered as fireman on the day she left port.” The Buffalo
Commercial Advertiser’s concrete statement has been applied to the
statistics.
musician in the Erie band
passenger, badly burned
a) musician in the Erie Band
b) “Mr. Hughes, of Erie, recognized by his friends and removed to Erie.”“More of the Erie,” New-York Spectator, Sept. 11, 1841, “From the Buffalo
Commercial of Monday evening”
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40)

Hughes, William
(testified before the Coroner’s Inquest)
Johnson, ---

1

Erie, PA

1

?

42)

Joles, --Oickle: Jolls, Leander

1

Erie County
(cf. Laura
Sanford)

43)
44)

Jones, Maria
King, Miss

1
1

45)

Lamberton, Alexander: Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11,
1841 & Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841

1

?
Ballston Spa,
NY
Erie, PA

Lattimore, James R. [Oickle: “Passengers,“ p. 105]

Not
documented
1

41)

46)

[Loverty], James→
Lafferty, James

“2nd helmsman” – an error. Hughes was the 2nd Mate, 25 yrs. of age, a
seaman for 7 years , 3 yrs. of which were on the Lakes.
“colored man, third cook” – Buf. Com. Adv. , Aug. 10, 1841: “3rd cook” Both
David Mills and Johnson are referred to as 3rd cooks!
ship’s steward (Buf. Com. Adv, Aug. 10, 1841)
“Leander Jolls” has been found in Laura Sanford’s History of Erie County,
new and enlarged edition, 1894, p. 288: “It was estimated that two
hundred and forty-nine persons were, by this accident, launched into
eternity in a few brief moments ; twenty-six of these were from
Erie County, among whom were Lloyd Gilson, clerk, Leander
Jolls, steward, six members of the brass band, wheelsman,
deckhands, etc.“
“an abandoned female” (- the Buffalo Commercial Journal, August 12).

a) Member of the Erie Band.
b) Oickle: Listed under Lambertson, Alexander.
c) Saved by the people of Dunkirk. On Aug. 10, 1841: Unidentified
American; on Aug. 11, 1841 (Buf. Com. Adv.) identified as Lamberton.
d) Oickle, p. 51 of Disaster on Lake Erie, has only “an American, name
unknown.”

Akron, Ohio
Erie, PA

Wheelman.
a) The spelling Oickle uses – LAFFERTY – does not appear in 1841
periodicals, although, as will be discussed later, “Lafferty” was in fact
the wheelman’s correct name. The name Lafferty is connected with a longstanding debate which arose 68 years later and continued for decades. Cf.
Blila, Andrew W. above. First mention of LAFFERTY appears to be by John
Miller in Chapter VI, “The Burning of the Erie,” in A Twentieth Century
History of Erie County, Pennsylvania (1909).
b) In Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841: “badly burned.”
c) The Buf. Com. Adv. Aug. 10, 1841, has the following notation:
Jerome McBride, wheelman, badly burnt.
James Loverty, do.
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Whether the “do” *ditto+ refers only to “wheelman” or to both “wheelman”
and “badly burned” is not clear.
47)

Luce, Lucius P.

1

48)

Lynde, Mrs.

3

Barre, Orleans
Co., NY
Milwaukee

Lynde, Charles J.:
obituary http://johnmaynard.net/Lynde_Charles.pdf
Lynde, Watts S.: brother of Charles J. Lynde

49)

Maddock/Maddocks/Muddocks,
Osman/Osmun/Orsman)

1

East Java,
Genesee Co.

50)

Mather, Charles S.

1

Mt. Clemens,
Michigan

a) passenger: Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841: “Her husband and child
perished.”
b) Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841: “*Body+ Brought to Dunkirk were: Lynde
Jr.” [References to a child by Der Weltbürger are probably incorrect.]
c) Watts S. Lynde (from Homer, N.Y.) is listed as “lost” by the Com. Adv. on
Aug. 10, 1841.
d) Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841: “ Charles J. Lynde had $110.13 in cash, 4
keys, jewelry, watches, etc.”
e) Charles J. Lynde: member of the Bar of Milwaukie County; “Mr. Lynde
had just entered upon his professional career.” – Milwaukee Sentinel
(Wisconsin Territory), Aug. 24, 1841.
f) “Mr. Lynde has been removed to Silver Creek, where he will be interred
with his brother, who was carried into that place yestersay.” & “Charles J.
Lynde had $110 [...13?], mostly gold, 4 trunk or desk keys, 1 gold breast pin;
gold watch, had on his life preserver not inflated, and papers of but little
consequence.” - “More of the Erie,” New-York Spectator, Sept. 11, 1841,
“From the Buffalo Commercial of Monday evening”
a) Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841: “Osman Muddocks had $224.97 mostly
in gold and paper”
b) “Osmun Maddock, of Genesee,” The Baltimore Sun, Sept. 13, 1841, p. 2.,
c. 3
c) “Orsman Muddocks, had $224.97, mostly gold, notes and other papers
to a considerable amount.” - “More of the Erie,” New-York Spectator, Sept.
11, 1841, “From the Buffalo Commercial of Monday evening”
a) Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841: “has got a family in that place *Mt.
Clemens+.”
b) Mistakenly identified by Oickle as a dentist: Disaster on Lake Erie, p. 63.
(Mr. Miltemore, one line further down, was
the dentist.)
From the N.Y. Times & Star, Aug. 12, 1841
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51)

1

52)

McBride, Dennis
(Testified before the Coroner’s Inquest.)
 McBride, Jerome

53)

Miller, Miss. Alathea

1

54)

Mills, David

1

1

“Wills, David” is cited as “4th cook.” It would
seem that “Mills, David” is in reality 4th cook and
“Wills, David” is merely an incorrect duplication
of “Mills, David!”

55)

Miltimore, James R.
[Oickle: Mittemore, James R. & wife]

2

56)

Moore, Thomas J.

4

(probably Erie,
PA)
Erie, PA
(buried)
Buffalo

Der
Weltbürger,
Aug. 21, 1841:
“From Collins”
[Ohio]
[Oickle: As a
member of
the Crew:
From Erie; as a
Passenger:
from Collins]
Chicago /
Akron, Ohio
Milo, Yates
Co., N.Y.

1st Mate. 22 yrs. of age. Erroneously listed as “1st helmsman” in Der
Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841.
Wheelman, badly burned – rescued but died shortly afterwards. Buf. Com.
Adv., Aug. 13, 1841: “He was buried at Erie yesterday.” (Aug. 12, 1841)
a) Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841: “Miss Alrathea *sic+ Miller from here.”
b) “Sister of Wm. G. Miller”- Com. Adv., Aug 10., 1841.
c) New-York Spectator, Sept. 8 (reprint of “More of the Dead,” from Buf.
Com. Adv., Sept. 5, 1841): “Miss Alathea Miller. aged about 22 years, sister
of Messrs. W. G. & I. C. Miller, of Buffalo.”
d) “The Rochester, last evening, brought into this port [=Buffalo] five
bodies, and among them was that of Miss Miller. Her funeral took place
today.” – Daily Atlas (Boston), Sept. 8, 1841, p. 2 (From the Buffalo
Commercial.)
e) Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 10: “Among the passengers on board were six
painters in the employ of Mr. W G Miller, of this city [Buffalo], who were
going to Erie to paint the steamboat Madison.”
a) Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841, “More Dead:” “A colored man, possibly
David Mills.” Buf. Com. Adv. Aug. 11, 1841: “3rd cook.” Both David Mills and
Johnson are referred to as 3rd cooks!
b) A colored man supposed to be David Mills; $2 Farmers’ Bank of Canton,
Ohio, 52 cents in change, pocket knife, two keys, calf skin wallet.”– “More
of the Erie,” New York Spectator, Sept. 11, 1841 (From the Buffalo Com.
Adv. of “Monday morning”)
*Oickle: Listed under “Crew” and “Passengers” – counted double]

“Mr. Miltemore and wife, dentist, of Chicago.” – Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11,
1841
“James R. Miltemore from Akron, Ohio” – Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841
Mr. Moore, wife and 2 children
a) Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841: “Thm. J. Moore from Milo”
b) “Thomas J. Moore, had $49.25 and important papers dated for Milo
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57)
58)
59)
60)

Morris, Reverend William
Nadeau, Oliver
Nelthrope, --O’Connor, A.
*Oickle: O’Conner, Alford]

1
1
1
1

?
Montreal
Denmark
Mill Creek,
Erie Co., PA

61)

O’Connor, Daniel

1

Mill Creek,
Erie Co., PA

62)

O’Connor, M.
[not listed by Oickle]
Packingham, Eliza [Der Weltbürger: “Packenhan,
Elisa“+

1

Erie, PA

1

?

64)

Parker, Noah

1

65)

Parmalee Frederick: Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11;
(Weltbürger: Parmerlee, Fried.)/Parmelee, Fred
(Niagara Courier, Aug. 12)
Pool, John C.
Quinlin, [Thom.]/Timothy
(testified)

1

Kannadea,
Allegany
County
?

Ray, William *Oickle, “Crew of Erie,” p. 127)

63)

66)
67)

1
1

68)

Read, James

Not
documented
1

69)

Rice, - - -

1

70)

Roane, D. P.

1

71)

Robinson, Mrs. & Miss

2

Centre.” Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 10: “moving to Michigan”
“an Evangelist” – Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 12, 1841
“wanted to visit his brother in Dubuque, 19 years of age”
Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841: “ein dänischer Herr” – possibly a tourist
“A. O’Connor, fireman, Mill Creek, Erie Co., Pa.” – “The Lost,” North
American (Philadelphia), Aug. 20, 1841, “From the Buffalo Com. Adv. Of
Monday.”
“Daniel O’Connor, fireman, Mill Creek, Erie Co., Pa.” – “The Lost,” North
American (Philadelphia), Aug. 20, 1841, “From the Buffalo Com. Adv. Of
Monday.”
Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 16, 1941: deckhand
ship’s chambermaid; New-York Spectator, Sept. 8 (reprint of “More of the
Dead,” from Buf. Com.Adv., Sept. 5, 1841): “Eliza Packingham,
chambermaid.”

barkeeper on the Erie; saved by the people of Dunkirk! – Buf. Com. Adv.,
Aug. 10, 1841

New York City “Brought to Dunkirk“ *for burial+
Middlefield,
Barber, 33 yrs. of age. Testified before the Coroner’s Inquest, as “Timothy
Massachusetts Quinlin.” - Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 13, 1841. Apparently not on the staff of the
Erie.
Wheelman from Erie
?
Hydraulics,
Buffalo

Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841: “fireman, colored”; Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11,
1841: a waiter (“ditto” for “waiter” omitted).
badly burned
Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841: “The body of D. P. Roane was brought back
with him and buried.”

Ballston, NY
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72)
73)

Robinson, Robert
Sacket/Sackett, Wm./D.

1
1

?
Michigan

“colored man, barber”
―BODIES FOUND.—The steamboat DeWitt Clinton picked up five of the
bodies of those who were lost by the burning of the Erie, and carried them
into Buffalo. One of the number was D. Sackett, of Michigan. His body
was identified by his friends. - Milwaukie Sentinel, Tuesday, September 7,
1841, p. 3, c. 1.

74)

Searls / (Sears), Luther B.

1

?

75)

Sears, Theodore (Testified before the Coroner’s
Inquest)
Sears, A. Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841;
Sears, Y.- Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841
Shane / Chaue, Jerry

1

Buffalo

a) “Luther B. Searls, fireman” – Buffalo Com. Adv., Aug. 10, 1841
b) “Luther B. Sears” – “Rescued,“ Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841
painter

1

Buffalo

painter

1

Erie, PA

78)

Sherman / (Scherman), (Shearman) Justis
Der Weltbürger: “Judge Sherman” – probably a
misreading of “Justis”;
Oickle: “Jerry”

2

From
Hamburg, Erie
County

79)

Sloane/Sloan/Slown, D. S.

1

Geneva, NY

Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 16: “Jerry Shane“ – profession not mentioned; Der
Weltbürger, Aug. 13: “ Jerry Chaue,” deckhand, Erie PA
a)“Miss Sherman and her father” – Der Weltbürger, Aug. 21, 1841.
b) “Miss Shearman” – The New-Hampshire Sentinel, (Keene, New
Hampshire), , September 8, 1841
c) “Judge Sherman” (Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841).
d) “A man, 6 feet high, 45 years old; snuff coat, satinet pants, striped vest,
cotton shirt, common boots; specie $4, bills $5, wallet and papers (Justis
Sherman).” – The New-York Spectator (Sept. 8, 1841), reprint of “More of
the Dead” from the Buffalo Com. Adv. of Sept. 4, 1841.
e) “Justis Sherman‖ – body recovered - The Sun (Baltimore,
Maryland),Thursday morning, September 9, 1841, p.1, c. 6
a) Buf. Com. Adv. =Sloane;
b) Weltbürger: Sloan;
c) New-York Spectator, Sept. 8, 1841: “Evans, Sept. 2, 1841. Three persons
were found yesterday and one to-day, on the beach.… No. 2 is D. S. Slown
of Geneva, as appears by the list of lost published, and papers with the
body; he had $122.31, one silver watch, with a flat gold key with his name
thereon.”
d) http://johnmaynard.net/1841r.pdf : David S. Sloan, “A Tribute,” New
Hampshire Patriot & State Gazette (Concorde, N.H.), Sept. 23, 1841, p. 1, c.
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76)
77)

48

80)

Smith, Mrs. Wm. H.
[Oickle: Smith, Susan G/Smith, Mrs. William H.]

2

81)

Smith, Robert

1

82)
83)

Sparks, Wm.
Spencer, Mrs. [Spencer, Mrs., & Sprenger, Mrs.,
both with 2 children, are apparently one and the
same!]
[Sprenger, Mrs.]→Spencer, Mrs.

1
3

84)
85)

86)
87)

Oickle does not list “Sprenger, Mrs.”
[Stember/Stemper, Mrs. M.]→Stemmler,
Elisabeth
St. John, John H. *Oickle: “John S.”+
(Testified before the Coroner’s Inquest)
Sterritt/Steratt/Sterrett Jos[eph]/David;
Oickle: Sterrett, Joseph B., “son of James M.
Sterrett,” p. 57

Stow, F. *Oickle: “Stow, Francis G.” Also “Stowe”+
Strang, A. W.

[3]

Schenectady

--Oickle:
Luzerne, PA
---

---

Stratton, Ambrose

second porter, colored
a) Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 10, 1841: “Mrs Spencer and two children.”
b) “Spencer” is not listed in Der Weltbürger
b) Oickle: “Mrs. Spencer and two daughters” – source not provided.
a) “Mrs. Sprenger and 2 children” – “The Dead”, Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13,
1841
b) “Sprenger” is not listed in the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser
Subsumed under Stemmler, Elisabeth, Table V, Entry 18.

1

Mississippi

passenger

1

Erie, PA

a) Musician in the Erie Band. Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841: Joseph B.
Steratt;
b) “David Sterett“ in John Miller‘s Chapter VI, ―The Burning of the Erie,‖
in A Twentieth Century History of Erie County, Pennsylvania (1909), p.
661.
c) The body of Joseph B. Sterrett was reported found in Erie PA on Sept. 9,
reprinted in the Daily National Intelligencer (Washington), Sept. 16, 1841.
d) “Joseph B. Sterrett had friends present that caused him to be disinterred
and taken to Erie, Pa.” - “More of the Erie,” New-York Spectator, Sept. 11,
1841, “From the Buffalo Commercial of Monday evening”

1
1

Canada

1

Collins, Erie
Co., NY

[Not listed by Oickle]
88)

a) Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841: “Mrs. Wm. H. Smith with child,
Schenectady.”
b) Der Weltbürger, “Sept. 11, 1841: Mrs. Smith of Schenectady was taken to
Erie and buried.”
c) Oickle: the child is a daughter
first cook, colored

a) Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, “More Dead:” “A. W. Strang had $48 in notes.”
b) “A. W. Strang had $48 Commercial Bank of Buffalo notes, and papers to a
small amount.”- “More of the Erie,” New-York Spectator, Sept. 11, 1841,
“From the Buffalo Commercial of Monday evening”
a) Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841: “Ambros Stratton, had $16.04 and
papers”
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b) “Ambros Stratton; had $16.04, notes, papers and calf skin wallet.”“More of the Erie,” New-York Spectator, Sept. 11, 1841, “From the Buffalo
Commercial [Advertiser] of Monday evening”
89)

Strong, Clement A.

1

90)

Tann, Thomas J.

1

Collins, Erie
Co., NY
Pittsford, N.Y.

91)

1
--1

Buffalo
--Buffalo

5

N. Y.

94)

Thomas, Wm./(Wilh.)
*Oickle:+ Tilling, R. “with wife”
Titus, Capt. T. J. (Testified before the Coroner’s
Inquest)
Torp, Otto
*Listed by Oickle under “TORR, OTTO” as a family
of 5 from Bremen, Germany.]
Van Avery, Wm.

95)

Vosburgh, Henry

1

?

96)
97)

Vosburgh, Israel
Wadsworth, William
Weeks, Willet

1
1
0

?
Erie, PA
Brooklyn

92)
93)

1

Eyewitness account: The New-Hampshire Sentinel
(Keene, New Hampshire)
Wednesday evening, September 8, 1841: http://johnmaynard.net/Eyew3.pdf
painter
Not found: possibly “R. Filing,” also counted as “2”
33 yrs. of age; Captain of the Erie.
Not in Der Weltbürger. In Buff. Com Adv., Aug. 10, 1841: “Otto Torp, N. Y.,
wife and three children.”
Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841: “Another painter, only wearing a shirt but
identified.”
second cook, colored; Der Weltbürger:, Aug. 13, 1841:
“Vosburg”
porter: Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841
“one of the Erie band” – Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 10
―Mr. WILLET WEEKS, of Brooklyn, who was reported as among those who
perished, it is said was not on board, having taken the boat for the Falls.‖ –
Buffalo Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841.

Providential Escape. —Mr. Willet Weeks and his wife, who took
passage on board the ill-fated steam packet Erie, and intended to sail
in her, by some accident were detained, and thereby their lives
preserved. They have arrived at Brooklyn safe, much to the
satisfaction of their friends. – The Southern Patriot (Charleston, S.C.),
Aug. 20, 1841, p. 2.
98)

Wilkeson/Wilkinson/Wilkenson, Alfred O.

1

99)

Williams, Mr. Giles (saved)
Williams, Mrs. Giles (lost)

2

East Euclid,
Ohio
Chicago

passenger
a) Lost: Mrs. Giles Williams (Com Adv., Aug. 10, 1841)
Possibly Mr. “Williams:”:
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100) Williams, J. D.

1

101) Williams, Jr., Wm.

1

[Wills, David]→Mills, David
102) Wiltemore, Mr.
103) Winchell, John
104) Winters, William

0
1
1
1

?
Chicago
Buffalo
?

105) Woodward, J. D.

1

New York

A)

126

TOTAL:
B) A RELATED DEATH – THOUGH NOT A PASSENGER:
Unidentified Irishman from Dunkirk!

Not a
passenger

b) “A Mr. Williams, afterwards father-in-law of George Fischer, who was
going west to make his home, was saved, changed his mind as to his
destination, and settled on a farm in Sheridan” – Found in The Buffalo Daily
Courier, “An Historic Disaster,” August 13, 1893, p. 9:
http://johnmaynard.net/hist.html
a) Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, “More Dead:” An American, reported to be J.
D. Williams. Money, etc
b) “A gentleman supposed to be J. D. Williams, from orders drawn on him
by J. Tompkins, dated Lockport, Nov. 6th, 1840, and accepted by him, $6.72
in money, calf skin wallat, lancet and steel pen.” - “More of the Erie,” NewYork Spectator, Sept. 11, 1841, “From the Buffalo Commercial of Monday
evening”
Der Weltbürger, Sept. 11, 1841: “(according to papers found on him this
appears to be his name.”).
New-York Spectator, Sept. 8 (reprint of “More of the Dead,” from Buf.
Com.Adv., Sept. 5, 1841): “A man 6 feet high, 25 *Oickle: “26”+ years old;
black dress coat, satinet pants, black silk vest, cotton shirt, common boots;
$2 in bills, $1.20 in change; 6 table spoons, a quantity of medals; certificate
Mather
that Wm. Williams, Jr. is qualified to teach school, dated 1838, signed
Moses E. Saunders, E. P. Sol*o+mon.”
fourth cook, colored
a dentist
“fireman, colored“ – Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841;
Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 10, 1841: probably a waiter (“ditto” for “waiter”
omitted).

“During the alarm and confusion of the first discovery of the fire at Dunkirk,
a poor inebriated Irishman rushed down to the wharf and said he was going
to swim off to the burning boat─ plunged in the water─was drowned, and
has not been seen since.” –―Editor‘s Correspondence, Fredonia, Aug. 10‖ in
Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841.
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C) PASSENGERS /CREW — UNDOCUMENTED IN 1841:
1)
2)

Passenger “F” : Unidentified
(Oickle: Not listed)
Blila, Andrew William: Counted under
“Remaining Germans”
(Oickle: Listed)

3)

Diehl, Peter
(Oickle: Not listed)

4)

Probably born in Andover,
Connecticut
Born March 15, 1830, in
Krozingen, southern Baden
*now “Bad Krozingen+. Passed
away on February 2, 1919. Cf.
http://www.bliley.net/family/Bl
ila/index.html Young Blila
arrived with his family in the
United States in September
1834, at the age of four.
Buffalo

Callboy on the Erie

(Oickle: Not listed)

August 10, 1842: “The Life Preserver,
Supplement to the Courant, Sept. 3, 1842.”
Claims that the eleven-year-old Blila was on
the Erie and rescued were published in 1909.
Cf. John Miller, A Twentieth Century History of
Erie County, Ch. VI, “Burning of the Erie” http://johnmaynard.net/MillerHistory.pdf
“Blila”: Not listed in The Buffalo Daily Courier,
“An Historic Disaster,” August 13, 1893, p. 9

“Among those whose lives were saved was
Peter Diehl of Buffalo” – Found in The Buffalo
Daily Courier, “An Historic Disaster,” August
13, 1893, p. 9:
http://johnmaynard.net/hist.html

Nealey, Alexander
(a relative of Judge Edwards of Dunkirk)
(Oickle: Not listed)

“Alexander Nealey, a relative of Judge Edwards of Dunkirk, related to the latter some years ago the following
story of his narrow escape. He was a young man under 30 years of age engaged in mercantile business in
Belvidere, Ill., and he had been to New York for goods, which he had bought on credit and had brought to
Buffalo by packet and then placed on board the Erie. When the fire broke out he hurriedly divested himself of
most of his clothing and then grasped a large chain hanging from the side of the boat until it became too hot
to hold any longer. Then he swam at first in a direction opposite to the shore for the purpose of avoiding the
danger that he would have incurred by attempting to swim through the midst of the drowning people. As it
was, there were some who clung to him after he turned for the shore and he had to shake them off to save
his own life. He became unconscious before reaching shore, but some men waded in and saved him. He was
taken to a farm house where he revived. The next day he went to the store of Oliver Lee in Silver Creek to
procure a suit of clothes. Mr. Lee, who took a special interest in him on account of his energy and courage,
said, “You are worth saving,” and furnished him with the clothes and also lent him $50, besides giving him a
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5)

letter of recommendation to some New York merchants. He advised him to go back to New York and tell his
story of misfortune to the merchants with whom he had dealings. He went, but did not deliver the letter,
because the merchants of whom he had purchased the first invoice canceled his former indebtedness and
duplicated the order upon credit. He afterwards prospered and paid the entire debt. The engines were
afterwards taken out of the Erie and almost everything of value on board of her was recovered.” – Found in
The Buffalo Daily Courier, “An Historic Disaster,” August 13, 1893, p. 9: http://johnmaynard.net/hist.html
“A. M. Weber, a relative of W. C. Zimmerman of Dunkirk and Mrs. Helena Bavil of Buffalo, was lost. The
Weber family, Mr. Zimmerman says, has in its possession a large picture of the Erie with names of all those
known to have been lost at this time printed in the margin.” – Found in The Buffalo Daily Courier, “An Historic
Disaster,” August 13, 1893, p. 9: http://johnmaynard.net/hist.html

Weber, A. M.
(Oickle: Not listed)

C) TOTAL: 5 DOCUMENTED AFTER 1841; ANDREW BLILA: COUNTED UNDER ―REMAINING GERMANS‖
GRAND TOTAL (A=126) + (C=4) = 130

VIII. RECAPITULATION: THE RESCUED
TABLE VII: RESCUED
DOCUMENTED IN 1841:
45 Swiss:
1)
Dietrich, Carl

2

Accompanied by his brother - both men were
rescued.

TOTAL: 2
79 Germans (from Großsachsen or Hohensachsen):
1)
No survivors reported
TOTAL: 0
66 Germans (not from Großsachsen or Hohensachsen):
1)
Durler, Christian
1

From Holmes Co., Ohio to Dover, Ohio

2)

Buffalo

Hagemann, Christoph

1
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3)

Minker, Adam

4)

Siegwald, Jacob

3 unidentified “Germans:”
1-3)
“Three German passengers,
burned badly”

2: Survival
uncertain
1
TOTAL: 5

Together with another German, name unknown.
both men badly burned.
from Niedersoultzbach, Alsace (now France)

3: Survival
uncertain
TOTAL: 3

Buffalo Com. Adv., Aug. 10, 1841, under “Saved”

122 Non-German & Non-Swiss:
1)
Beebe, Levi

1

2)

1

Family in Cleveland; Attended Military School in
Cooperstown, NY. Burns on head, face, and hands,
but not fatal.
1st Engineer

1

passenger; farmer, resides in Jo Davies Co., Illinois

1

Harbor Creek, PA, ship’s carpenter

1: Survival
uncertain
1

badly burned

3)
4)
5)
6)

7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

Clemens, Edgar (Testified before
the Coroner’s Inquest)
DeGraff, Hiram (Testified before
the Coroner’s Inquest)
Foster, Harrison (Testified before
the Coroner’s Inquest)
Hogg, C.
Hughes, William (2nd Mate)
(Testified before the Coroner’s
Inquest)
Johnson, --- (colored man, third
cook)
Lamberton, Alexander
Loverty, James→LAFFERTY,
James
Lynde, Mrs.
McBride, Dennis (Testified
before the Coroner’s Inquest)
 McBride, Jerome
Parmelee, Fred
Quinlin, Thom./Timothy

1
1
1: Survived
as Lafferty
1
1

Erie, PA
wheelman – Perhaps badly burned

1: died
1
1

Fatally injured / “badly burned”
Barkeeper on the Erie
Middlefield, Mass.

Milwaukee
1st Mate
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15)
16)
17)
18)

19)

20)
21)

22)
23)

(Testified before the Coroner’s
Inquest as “Timothy Quinlin.”)
Rice,--Robinson, Robert (colored man;
barber)
Sears / Searls, Luther B.
(fireman)
Sears, Theodore (painter)
(Testified before the Coroner’s
Inquest)
St. John, John H. *Oickle: “St.
John, John S.”)
(Testified before the Coroner’s
Inquest)
Tann, Thomas J.
Titus, T. J. (Captain of the Erie)
(Testified before the Coroner’s
Inquest)

Wadsworth, William
Wilkeson/Wilkinson/Wilkenson,
Alfred O.
24)
Williams, Giles
25)
Winchel, John
SURVIVORS, LATER DOCUMENTATION:
1
Blila, Andrew W. (callboy)

1: Survival
uncertain
1

From the Hydraulics, Buffalo’s oldest manufacturing
district (badly burned)

1
1

Buffalo

1

“passenger to Chicago” – Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 10;
from Mississippi

1
1

Pittsford, N.Y.
The Sun (Baltimore, Maryland), August 15, 1855
(Wednesday), (p. 1, column 6)
“Death of an Old Lake Captain.
BUFFALO, Aug 11.—Capt Titus, an old lake
commander [ 47! ], was drowned at Sandusky
yesterday. He was captain of the steamer Erie, and
saved from that vessel when she burned
several years ago. He was also saved from the
steamer Alabama [cf. New York Times, Aug. 30,
1854+ when she sunk last year.”

1
1

Erie, PA – one of the Erie band
East Euclid, Ohio

1
1

Chicago
Buffalo

1

Erie, PA
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2)
3)
4)

Diehl, Peter
Nealey, Alexander
“F”, Unidentified passenger:
Composer of “The Life
Preserver,” Aug. 10, 1842

1
1
1

Buffalo
Belvidere, Illinois
Cf. Supplement to the Courant (Hartford,
Connecticut), Sept. 3, 1842

RESCUED/GRAND TOTAL: 39

IX. FINAL FIGURES
When considering ―final figures,‖ one should in all modesty point out that no figure is sacrosanct. Should further documentation be discovered, the survey I
have presented will be adjusted to account for new data. Admittedly, a gap of 170 years cannot be perfectly bridged by considering historical periodicals.
Yet an ―approximation‖ to the actual situation should be in the works. The area with the greatest margin of error is obviously the European immigrants with
large families. The ―American‖ passengers (sometimes Germans who had immigrated only a few years earlier were in their midst: The Buffalo painter
Heinrich Weber, now known as ―Henry Weaver,‖ comes to mind) are much easier to confirm. And even should a mistake be made, the statistics are only
thrown off by one individual – not, for example, by seven or eight, in the case of a large family. The unanswered question regarding unconfirmed names or,
even worse, unknown names of individuals who may have been on the Erie but are not included in the statistics below, must be relegated to a sort of twilight
zone. It is obvious that there were. Yet proper documentation is lacking. I shall not offer a ―margin of error.‖ The data that follows is based on the
information thus far available. This naturally does not mean that the final word has been spoken.
In the table below, I have added up my final figures.

TABLE VIII: ADDING FIGURES:
TABLE II: THE S WISS ON BOARD
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TABLE III: GERMANS FROM GROßSACHSEN &
HOHENSACHSEN, BADEN, ON BOARD

78

TABLE V: GERMANS NOT FROM GROßSACHSEN OR
HOHENSACHSEN, BADEN, ON BOARD [B LILA
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INCLUDED ]

TOTAL GERMAN-SPEAKING PASSENGERS ON
BOARD :

193

TABLE VI: NON -GERMANS AND NON-SWISS
PASSENGERS AND CREW ON BOARD :

126

PASSENGERS D OCUMENTED AFTER 1841

04

TOTAL NUMBER OF PEOPLE ON BOARD:

BARRY: 323
[OICKLE: 343]

A) TABLE VII (BELOW): TOTAL NO.
RESCUED:
TOTAL NO. W HO SURVIVED:
B) TOTAL NO. RESCUED W HO WERE ―BADLY
BURNED‖ (LAFFERTY. WHO SURVIVED, IS
EXCLUDED .)
POSSIBLE NO. OF THOSE RESCUED WHO
ACTUALLY SURVIVED: [A) NO. RESCUED] MINUS
[B) NO. ―BADLY BURNED ‖]
THE DEAD [T OTAL NO. ON BOARD=323] MINUS

39

BARRY: 38
[OICKLE: 89]
8

31!

BARRY: 285
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[TOTAL NO. WHO SURVIVED=38]

[OICKLE: 254]

Both Oickle‘s results (343) and my own (323) indicate that the Erie had more than 100 people on board than Captain Titus surmised:
―…supposes there were about 200 persons on board between 30 and 40 cabin passengers, 32 or 33 belonging on board, the remainder steerage
passengers…‖ Captain T. J. Titus‘s testimony during the Coroner‘s Inquest at Buffalo on Aug. 11, 1841. Reported in the Buffalo Com. Adv., August 12, 1841.
In fact, one might wonder whether Titus underestimated the number deliberately so as to minimize the full extent of the tragedy.
On the darker side of the scoreboard, however, Oickle‘s results and my own are at odds. ―My‖ Erie had a mere 38 survivors; Oickle‘s had 89, or over twice
as many. As newspapers in both English and German made clear statements as to who was ―saved‖ and who was ―lost,‖ it is unusual that the disparity in our
calculations should be so glaring. To top it off, we have used the same sources, namely, the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser and Der Weltbürger. Oickle‘s
comment on the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser reads as follows:
―Among all newspapers checked, the Commercial Advertiser of Buffalo appears to have printed the most comprehensive accounts of the Erie
disaster. Its reports were reproduced intact in many other papers.‖
Consequently, I can only conclude that there is a problem in Oickle‘s calculations. This researcher is of the opinion that a more careful check and
documentation of data would have aided Oickle in reaching completely different results, which would have been much more in agreement with the actual
extent of the tragedy.
A particularly annoying problem I have had in reading Oickle‘s chart is the following ―explanatory‖ statement (p. 98):
―In the chart that follows, the names of those who died are in italics and the names of the survivors with injuries appear in bold type.‖
I take this to mean that those who survived are not in italics. Oickle places the number of survivors at 89, yet there are far more than 100 not in italics! This
was probably a printing error but nonetheless makes the list impossible to interpret. The problem with italics or no italics centers on Oickle‘s first lengthy
list of ―Passengers,‖ pp. 99-120.
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An entry like ―Wieler, Jakob‖ on p. 120, for instance, is not in italics (which I take means, according to Oickle, ―survival‖). The question then arises how to
count the entry. Is Oickle only referring to one individual (namely, Jakob Wieler), or does he really mean that EIGHT people survived (the right-hand
column states ―with 7 people‖)? In other words, does the entry ―Jakob Wieler‖ mean that 8 individuals survived, or that Jakob Wieler was the only member
of his family to survive? (I might add as a footnote that Der Weltbürger [Sept. 4, 1841: ―More Dead‖] even describes the personal possessions found on Jakob
Wieler‘s body.)
Oickle‘s use of italics in the final three sections – ―Crew,‖ ―Presque Isle Band,‖ and ―Painters‖ – are in agreement with his final figures. The following
chart will illustrate that, despite a few conflicting instances, my statistics and Oickle‘s are in rough agreement when bracketing out ―new-arrivals:‖‖

TABLE IX: THE ―ANGLO -SAXON P ROXIMITY‖
A) CREW OF ERIE
Oickle:
Total Crew:
38

Barry:
37

Discrepancy Reason:
[+1-2]
Oickle: 1 undocumented entry: Ray, Wm.
(wheelman)

Survived:

10

-3

13

Barry:
a) 1 additional entry:
O’Connor, M., deckhand
*“Mills, David” counted three times: 2x as
b) Wills, David (4th cook)
passenger and crew member; Also 1x: Wills,
deleted → duplication of
David counted separately.]
Mills, David (demoted to
4th cook from 3rd cook as
there were two 3rd
cooks!)
3 men Oickle counted as saved are listed among the dead:
1 ) Joles, -/ Jolls, Leander: Under “LOST: ”Mr. Joles, Steward of the boat” –
Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 10, 1841; “---Joles, ship’s steward” – “The Dead”, Der
Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841
[ Wills, David – “David Wills, fourth cook, colored” in “The Dead”, Der
Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841 *should be subsumed under “Mills, David”+
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2) Winters, Wm: “William Winters, fireman, colored” in “The Dead”, Der
Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841 & “Wm. Winters, *do: waiter & colored+,” under
“lost” in Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 10, 1841
Died:

25

27

+2

B) ―PRESQUE ISLE BAND‖ / ERIE BAND:

Total Members

Oickle:
8

Barry:
10

Discrepancy
+2

Survived:
Died:

2
6

2
8

0
+2

Oickle:
8
2
6

Barry:
8
1
7

Discrepancy:
0
-1
+1

Reason:
a) “Among those on board were ten young men composing the Erie Band,
who had consented to accompany Capt. TITUS to Chicago and back, whose
names we were unable to ascertain until today.” Buffalo Commercial
Advertiser, Aug. 10, 1841. – Only eight of the ten were identified.
b) “Williams, a cabinet maker” is listed as a member of the band in John
Miller’s Chapter VI, “The Burning of the Erie,” in A Twentieth Century
History of Erie County, Pennsylvania (1909), p. 661.

C) P AINTERS:
Total No.
Survived:
Died:

Reason:
“Sears, A”, according to Oickle, survived.
a) “Y. Sears” – painter: under “the Dead” in Der Weltbürger, Aug. 13, 1841
b) “A. Sears” – painter: under “Lost” in The Buf. Com. Adv., Aug. 11, 1841

The underlying problem I have experienced in studying Oickle‘s table is that he provides no sources for individual passengers or members of the crew. His
―sources‖ receive the generic name ―Newspapers‖ without the slightest hint as to which newspaper and which issue is meant. Perhaps the ultimate example
of disdaining sources is to be seen in the following sensational quotation:
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―Captain Titus and others, as well as the newspapers, reported that Mrs. Lynde was the only female survivor, but, in fact, there were at least a dozen.
For example, three women in the Weigold family survived.‖
- Alvin F. Oickle, Disaster on Lake Erie: The 1841 Wreck of the Steamship Erie, Note 56, p. 137.
If, as Oickle rightly claims, it was indeed reported in all the newspapers that there was only one woman survivor, then how can he assert that there were ―at
least a dozen‖ women who survived? And if so, which women? And where is their rescue documented? Oickle‘s reference to ―three women in the Weigold
family‖ is hardly any help, because periodicals referred only to the ―Neigold‖ or, a variant spelling, ―Niegold‖ family. The name ―Weigold‖ is Oickle‘s
―educated guess‖ that the actual name should have read ―Weigold,‖ a name he found on the passenger list of the Utica, but which appears nowhere in 1841
newspapers reporting on the tragedy of the Erie! On the positive side, ―Weigold‖ has been identified as a surname in use in Großsachsen before 1841. But
the latter point is hardly of help if no periodicals, not even Der Weltbürger, confirm the name!
It should be noted that a good writer (and Oickle is one) has the ―gift‖ to spin an exciting tale. At the top of p. 29, Oickle does just that with his ―Weigold
family‖ — each member is presented as fact without the slightest qualification or footnotes.
It goes without saying that by revealing one‘s source, it can be checked and either accepted or rejected. By leaving source material in the dark, both readers
and analysts remain in the dark if confronted with a name not listed in Der Weltbürger or in the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser. It would be most helpful
and would supplement data if Oickle were to expand his chart with details as to source material. Perhaps some newspapers from Erie, Pennsylvania, which
he alludes to (p. 93), but fails to cite, could be of importance in clearing up a few minor mysteries.
In my own case, I am listing those individuals who, as best I can determine, survived. Although rescued, McBride did not survive due to his severe burns
and exposure, and the sad fact that medical attention was not forthcoming until the next morning when the Clinton finally returned to Buffalo after wasting
hours unsuccessfully attempting to salvage the Erie‘s hull:
―By 1 A. M. [the fire broke out at 8:10 pm, according to Capt. Titus] all was still except the dead crackling of the fire. Not a solitary individual could
be seen or heard on the wild waste of waters. A line was then made fast to the remains of the Erie‘s rudder, and an effort to tow the hapless hull
ashore. About this time, the Chautauque came up and lent her assistance. The hold of the Erie was towed within about four miles of the shore, when
it sunk in eleven fathoms water. By this time it was day-light. The lines were cast off.—The Clinton headed for this port [=Buffalo], which she
reached about 6 o‘clock. Of those who are saved, several are badly burned, but none are dangerously injured so far as we have heard.‖
The Buffalo Commercial Advertiser, Aug. 10, 1841

The final sentence in the above quote can only serve to substantiate the general lack of medical expertise on board the Clinton. One wonders whether there
might not have been other unfortunate Jerome McBrides who met with a similar fate. If so, even the dismal statistics I have provided are in reality inflated,
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and the optimism of 8 additional survivors was, in the final analysis, vacuous or wishful thinking. In Table VII, ―Those Rescued,‖ 8 ―badly burned‖ of the
35 could possibly have died immediately afterwards, leaving a mere 27, who were both rescued and survived!

X) THE CREW, ONCE AGAIN

TABLE X. THE ERIE’S CREW (GREEN IS USED FOR THOSE WHO WERE RESCUED.)
A) MARINERS
B) STAFF
1)

T. J. Titus

Captain

- testified

22)

Gelston/Gilson, Lloyd

Clerk of the Erie
(Purser)
Ship’s carpenter testified
Steward (colored)
Steward
Buf. Com. Adv.:, Aug.
11: “waiter”; Der
Weltbürger, Aug. 13:
“fireman”
waiter (colored) – Buf.
Com. Adv., Aug 11,
1841

2)

McBride, Dennis

1st Mate

- testified

23)

Foster, Harrison

3)
4)
5)

Hughes, William
Clemens, Edgar
Allen, John

2nd Mate - testified
1st Engineer - testified
2nd Engineer

24)
25)
26)

Cheats, William
Jolls, Leander
Read, James

6)

Fuller,
Augustus / Luther

27)

Winters, William

7)

Lafferty (Loverty),
James

28)

Parmalee, Frederick

Barkeeper

8)

 McBride, Jerome

Wheelman on duty
[Listed in the Buf. Com.
Adv. on Aug. 11, 1841 as
“lost” under “Luther Fuller,
wheelsman”
Wheelman [Listed in the
Buf. Com. Adv. on Aug. 11,
1841 as “saved” under
“James Loverty,
wheelman”
Wheelman

29)

Smith, Robert

1st cook (colored)

9)

Brunkard, Sam.

Deckhand

30)

Vosburgh, Henry

2nd cook (colored)

(died shortly afterwards)
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10)
11)

Conroy, Thomas
Daily, W.

Deckhand
Deckhand

12)
13)
14)
15)

Fitzgerald, R.
Deckhand
Foley, Patrick
Deckhand
O’Connor, M.
Deckhand
Shane, Jerry
Deckhand
6 ―FIREMEN:‖ The term "fireman" should not be
confused with “firefighter.” Buffalo researcher Susan
Kriegbaum-Hanks points out that “as used back in the 19th
and early 20th century [the term] referred to men who
stoked the boilers for steamships and trains rather than men
who put out fires.”
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)

Granger, Henry
Green, Silas K.
Harrington, John
O’Connor, A.
O’Connor, D.
Searls /(Sears),

31)
32)

Johnson, --Mills, David

33)
34)
35)
36)
37)

Robinson, Robert
Packingham, Eliza
Vosburgh, Israel
Sparks, Wm.
Blila, Andrew W.

3rd cook (colored)
4th cook (duplicated
under “Wills, David,
4th cook.” David Mills
was listed as a 3rd
cook, although
Johnson was also “3rd
cook.”
barber (colored)
ship’s chambermaid
porter (colored)
2nd porter (colored)
callboy

Fireman=Stoker
Fireman=Stoker
Fireman=Stoker
Fireman=Stoker
Fireman=Stoker
Fireman=Stoker

Of the six stokers on board, only Luther B. Searls survived. The Milwaukee Sentinel of August 17, 1841, p. 3, printed the following:
―One of the firemen [obviously Luther B. Searls, the only survivor] says he had occasion to go to the deck, and seeing the demijohns [―filled with spirits of
turpentine and varnish‖], removed them. They were replaced, but by whom is not known.‖
On p. 30 of Disaster on Lake Erie, Oickle writes:
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―Knowing of the firefighters‘ excursion that day, it is not likely anyone would have felt the need to check the three lifeboats and the scores of lifepreserver jackets.‖
Lest there be the possibility of misinterpreting Oickle‘s statement, it should be pointed out that the Erie had set out for Chicago from Buffalo at 4:10 pm, the
afternoon of August 9th. It was a regular run. There is no documentation about an ―excursion cruise.‖ And, finally, the ―firemen‖ were not men who
―fought the flames,‖ but just the opposite: they ―stoked the flames‖ ― hardly a reason for regarding precautionary measures unnecessary.

XI) MEN, W OMEN AND CHILDREN ON THE ERIE

For superannuated societies like Germany today, the notion of so many children and such young parents may seem rather amazing. Yet families in the
1840‘s were large and parents young. Even the crew of the Erie were, by today‘s standards, just a bunch of ―whippersnappers.‖ Capt. T. J. Titus was only
33; 1st Engineer Edgar Clemens 27; 2nd Mate William Hughes 25; and 1st Mate Dennis McBride a mere 22. The following lines from Buffalo (dated August
11, 1855) were reprinted in the Baltimore Sun on August 15, 1855:

DEATH OF AN OLD LAKE CAPTAIN.

BUFFALO, Aug 11.—Capt Titus, an old lake commander was drowned at Sandusky yesterday. He was captain of the steamer Erie, and saved from
that vessel when she burned several years ago. He was also saved from the steamer Alabama [cf. New York Times] when she sunk last year.
The ―old lake commander‖ was 47!
To get some idea of the number of children on board the Erie, nearly all of whom perished, I dedicate the following table. The Americans, on the whole, had
very few children along (9 children to 121 adults) The German-speaking immigrants, however, had far more (113 children to 70 adults).

TABLE XI. A QUESTION OF AGE
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(B ASED ON DER WELTBÜRGER FOR THE SWISS AND GERMANS)

ADULTS
1) THE SWISS
2) GERMANS (GROßSACHSEN &
HOHENSACHSEN, BADEN)
3) REMAINING GERMANS
4) NON-GERMANS & NON-S WISS
5) DOCUMENTED AFTER 1841

TOTAL ON BOARD:
SURVIVED:

CHILDREN
38
48

WOMEN
06
14

MEN
009
016

27
9
0 [BLILA UNDER
“REMAINING
GERMANY ”
122
2 (LEVI BEEBE &
ANDREW BLILA)

11
15
00

024
102
004

46
1 (MRS.
LYNDE)

155
37

XII) WHY LUTHER?

Although no reports were forthcoming of the body of Luther Fuller ever being recovered, and no grave has been recorded of a Luther Fuller in Erie County,
Pennsylvania, the following, somewhat puzzling, report published in the Erie Gazette, on Sept. 9, 1841, was reprinted in the Daily National Intelligencer in
Washington, D.C., on Sept. 16:

ERIE, (Pa.), SEPT. 9.
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The Sea giving up its Dead — Between 120 and 130 bodies have been taken from the Lake since our last publication, chiefly found near where the
Erie was burnt, and all having rose to the surface near the same time. A heavy thunder storm passing over the spot is said to have produced this
sudden effect. They have been buried principally at Dunkirk, Silver Creek, and Buffalo. One body, a man, German by birth, having in his pocket a
ticket for passage to Chicago marked C. Kellermann, given by P. L. Parsons & Co., was brought in at this port and buried. Six of those found below,
namely Robert Hughes, Joseph B. Sterrett, Philip Feigart, Augustus Fuller, Jerry Shane, and Patrick Foley belonged to this borough and county.
—Gazette.
[- my emphasis in red]
Augustus Fuller was buried in either Dunkirk, Silver Creek, or Buffalo. Who was Augustus Fuller? Are we talking about Fuller, the helmsman, whom Titus
praised? A closer look at Capt. Titus‘s testimony reveals a significant omission:
[Capt. T. J. Titus:] ―think Fuller remained at the wheel and never left it until burned to death; he was always a resolute man in obeying orders.‖
[―Fuller‖ in bold type: my emphasis]
- Capt. T. J. Titus‘s testimony before the Coroner‘s Inquest at Buffalo, N.Y. on August 11, at 3 P.M. (Buffalo Commercial Advertiser, Aug. 12, 1841)

It will be noticed that Captain Titus used the surname ―Fuller‖ without specifying the given name! No grateful witnesses stepped forward to give thanks to
―Luther,‖ the helmsman and (for our purposes) to provide proper identification. Fuller‘s reputation rests solely on Titus‘s testimony.
But what does the given name ―Luther‖ rest on? How certain can we be that the given name was indeed ―Luther?‖
Uncertainty as to the name of the heroic helmsman is hinted at in the following lines from the Albany Daily Advertiser, reprinted in The Weekly Herald (New
York City), August 21, 1841, p. 396:
―There was one deed of heroism on board this boat which should not be left unrecorded. A letter from Buffalo informs us that the Pilot stood to his
post at the wheel, keeping the head of the steamboat to the shore, until he burned to death. His name, we believe, was Luther Fuller.—Albany
Daily Advertiser.
[- my underscored emphasis in red]

Twenty-one years following the tragedy, Laura G. Sanford published The History of Erie County, Pennsylvania (Philadelphia: J. P. Lippencott & Co.,
1862). On p. 321 of this very first history of Erie County, Sanford wrote about the Erie and her heroic helmsman:
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In 1894, Laura Sanford published a ―New &
Revised Edition‖ of her History of Erie County,
Pennsylvania. No corrections were made in the
description of one Augustus Fuller, although
thirty-two years had elapsed since the first
edition.
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Checking the John Maynard scholar of the 1960‘s, George Salomon, whose two major research articles can be viewed on-line at Anne Huberman‘s John
Maynard Home Page, we find that the name ―Augustus‖ is not even entertained and that Laura G. Sanford is not referred to. In other words, an important
part of Erie County history, which had already been put out in 1862 (21 years after the tragedy) was either lost sight of or, quite simply, not accessible.
Was Ms. Sanford confused? Was the Erie Gazette also confused?
Frederick J. Shepard, in his article entitled ―Myths of the Great Lakes,‖ the Express, Sept. 1, 1912, immediately took exception to the given name
―Augustus‖ with the following remark:
―Miss Sanford seems to have confused two brothers who were wheelsmen on different boats, for all the other accounts which give the wheelsman‘s
first name, including the contemporary lists of the dead, call him Luther.‖
On page 63 of Disaster on Lake Erie, Oickle, hot on the scent to a great discovery after alluding to the recovery of the body of an ―Augustus Fuller,‖ makes
the following statement:
―In the ongoing confusion of identifying so many bodies mangled and bloated in death, no one seems to have asked if ―Augustus‖ was actually
Luther. One suggested that the two were brothers and both worked as wheelmen.‖
It goes without saying that that the ―one [who] suggested‖ was none other than Shepard. And that undocumented suggestion was made in 1912, not 1841.
Although Oickle had the key in his hand to unlock one of the fundamental mysteries of Erie research, he allowed himself to be pacified by Shepard.
It should first be pointed out that there was basically only one preliminary list put out by the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser, which was published in the
evening edition of August 10, the very next day after the tragedy, in the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser. On August 11, an additional list was published,
this one containing the name ―Luther Fuller‖ [my emphasis] among the victims. The two lists were picked up and reprinted in dozens of American
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newspapers. The only list that rivals (and in many respects is superior to the list in the Commercial Advertiser) was the list in Der Weltbürger, which was
published in German. For obvious reasons, that list was not reprinted by the American Press.
Shepard‘s novel thought that Luther Fuller had a brother named Augustus was, as is too often the case with historians, not documented. Yet, as it turns out,
Augustus Fuller did have one, but not a ―Luther:‖:
a) William Hyslop Fuller. Fuller genealogy. (Volume 4): http://www.ebooksread.com/authors-eng/william-hyslop-fuller/fuller-genealogy--volume4-llu/page-2-fuller-genealogy--volume-4-llu.shtml
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Entry #248 singles out Augustus Fuller as ―pilot of a burning Lake Erie steamer, ―Ocean Queen,‖ off Dunkirk, N.Y.‖ The entry has only one defect:
the steamer‘s name was the Erie and not the Ocean Queen. The Ocean Queen is the name coined by Horatio Alger, Jr., in his famous ballad, ―John
Maynard: A Ballad of Lake Erie,‖ composed in the summer of 1866, a quarter of a century after the Erie went down. The opening stanza:
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An obvious possibility for genealogy researchers is the Mormon data bank:
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Erie County‘s first historian, Laura Sanford, pinned the name ―Augustus‖ on Fuller. The name of the body recovered from Lake Erie was ―Augustus Fuller.‖
Two genealogies list an ―Augustus Fuller,‖ who died on August 9, 1841, the day when the tragedy occurred. The oldest genealogy (documentation was
probably in the final quarter of the 19th century) even refers to Augustus‘s profession as a ―pilot‖ who died on‖ a burning Lake Erie steamer,‖ incorrectly
identified as the ―Ocean Queen.‖ Whether the Mormon genealogy ―borrowed‖ from the earlier genealogy is not clear. Given a three-pronged assault on the
name ―Luther,‖ and the flimsiness of its support (one unsubstantiated entry on Aug. 11), the first name ―Augustus‖ has stronger documentation than
―Luther.‖
If only first names in the Commercial Advertiser lists are targeted (without consideration of the Parsons & Co. ―Swiss‖ list provided by that ticketing agent),
23 (out of 95) have no entry for a first name; 6 only one initial; 5 two initials; 1 two initials, one of which is incorrect; and 2 first name entries are entirely
incorrect (―Luther‖ Fuller→ ―Augustus‖ Fuller and ―Thos.‖ Quinlin→‖Timothy‖ Quinlin; ―Roome‖ Button is, at the very least, suspicious.) The upshot: 37
out of 95 represents a 38.9% quotient for omissions or uncertainty!
Augustus Fuller died at the age of 23. He was unmarried. The first name ―Luther,‖ having flourished in research on the Erie since Shepard, in 1909, placed
his confidence in the August 11 entry, and Salomon, in the mid-1960‘s, also accepted the entry without question, and, with an accusing finger pointing at
myself for not checking out names much earlier, can finally be discarded.

XIII. SURVIVAL OF THE HEROIC HELMSMAN, FIRST VERSION (1909)
In 1909, John Miller published A Twentieth Century History of Erie County, Pennsylvania [cf. http://johnmaynard.net/MillerHistory.pdf]. Oickle cites this
source in Note 48, p. 136, and makes use of it to tell the tale of James Lafferty and Andrew Blila, both of Erie, Pennsylvania. The fascinating aspect of
Miller‘s Chapter VI, ―The Burning of the Erie,‖ is that two individuals are introduced whose names were not documented in 1841: James Lafferty,
wheelsman, and Andrew Blila, an eleven-year-old callboy. Although Oickle immediately lists ―James Loverty‖ as ―James Lafferty,‖ it is obvious that, apart
from the ―sin‖ of not specifying where the information comes from, the name ―Lafferty,‖ as used by Miller, is correct. Again, we see a weakness in the
Buffalo Commercial Advertiser‘s list of survivors, which is further complicated by the completely undocumented Blila. It might be added that both Ansel
Ricker and Willet Weeks, both listed as ―lost‖ (Weeks on August 10th, and Ricker on the 11th) were later discovered to have not boarded the Erie.
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Let us begin with Lafferty. As will be seen in the following excerpt (p. 662), Miller‘s Lafferty replaces Luther as the heroic helmsman of the Erie!
And it is Miller himself who is convinced of Lafferty‘s
heroic deeds on the Erie! That Miller knew Lafferty
personally comes across clearly when he speaks of Lafferty‘s
sweet old mom: ―a charming little woman.‖ But it is not just
Miller who knows Lafferty. The whole town of Erie knows
him and accepts his tale of daring.
For such a yarn to receive acceptance, there should be no
dissenters. And Augustus Fuller, who had lived only 9 miles
away at Harborcreek (at the time, written as two words), Erie
County, Pennsylvania, was no longer around to contest
Lafferty‘s version.
As can be seen from the dismal statistics of this article,
Miller‘s statement that Lafferty (in reality Fuller) was able to
save the lives of many passengers is not only wishful
thinking but impossible, given the statistics.

The fact that John Miller could readily accept Lafferty‘s mariner‘s yarn also means that he had no access to Captain T. J. Titus‘s testimony before the
Coroner‘s Inquest at Buffalo on August 10, 1841. Lafferty, a colorful character in Erie, would play his fiddle for a drink. Apparently a few shots of rotgut
were sometimes on the house, just for ―old time‘s sake.‖ Lafferty was allowed to sleep it off in the town jail and was shown consideration by both police
and the magistrate. Even though he fell on hard times, became destitute and dissolute, he nonetheless was treated with the respect in Erie by both the
townspeople and Miller:
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Oickle, on p. 85 of his new book, asks, ―Who created Lafferty the Hero?‖ The question can be readily answered: Lafferty himself! Certainly not Miller.
And obviously not an eleven-year-old boy!
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To get some idea of just how long the ―Fuller legend‖ lingered in Buffalo, consider the first John Maynard sketch, which was published in the Commercial
Advertiser on September 12, 1845. The Editor decided to pen a few comments by means of introduction, somehow sensing that the sketch had something to
do with the loss of the Erie, four years earlier:
―THE HELMSMAN OF LAKE ERIE. – The story under this head in today‘s paper will recall to the recollection of many readers the heroic
and self-sacrificing devotion of McBride, the Helmsman of the Erie, who, during the awful burning of that boat, remained at his post until
nearly consumed by the flames and when further effort was unavailing.‖
– The Buffalo Commercial Advertiser, Sept. 12, 1845
A second individual, who Miller thrusts onto the 1841 scene, is Andrew W. Blila, who, stated that he had been a callboy on the Erie and had been saved by
Jerome McBride, the very wheelsman alluded to by the Editor of the Commercial Advertiser, who, after being rescued, died of his severe burns.
On p. 45, Oickle follows Miller‘s description of young Blila‘s rescue by Jerome McBride. Oickle acknowledges his Lafferty and Blila sources as follows:
―The account of Andrew Blila and Jerome McBride‘s escape from the ship comes from Miller, A Twentieth Century History, 663-664. Other
information is from 1841 Buffalo newspapers, notably the Commercial Advertiser and Der Weltbürger.‖
- Alvin F. Oickle, Disaster on Lake Erie, p. 136, Note 48.

The concluding sentence in Oickle‘s acknowledgment is either incorrect or at least misleading. Neither the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser nor Der
Weltbürger offered coverage of young Andrew Blila‘s escape or of Jerome McBride heroically saving a child. Probably McBride was in too much pain to
relate the tale, and an eleven-year-old boy may not have been in any shape to talk after such an experience. Nonetheless, there are aspects of the rescue that
will require close attention. The major problem I have had with the Blila account is that the De Witt Clinton did not have Blila on its list of ―the saved.‖
Jerome McBride was listed. Why not Andrew Blila?
In 1841, only one boy was reported to have survived: Levi Beebe, whose stamina and courage were remarkable. Perhaps it should be pointed out that young
Levi was not just an ordinary lad, but had been conditioned to be tough through special training as a cadet at the Cooperstown Military School. The Press
was quick to seize upon young Beebe‘s story: Beebe received even more coverage than Fuller. According to the New-Bedford Mercury (New-Bedford,
Mass.), Fri. Aug. 27, 1841, Levi Beebe was ―not 12 years of age.‖
Miller, describing young Andrew on p. 663, states:
―Mr. A. W. Blila, of West Ninth Street, when the Erie went into commission as part of the Reed fleet of steamers on that August day in 1841, was
shipped as a callboy to attend upon the wheelmen. He was then 13 years of age but a sturdy boy and not unfamiliar with the duties of the position he
was filling.‖
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Miller is mistaken regarding Blila‘s age. His dates are March 15, 1830 to February 2, 1919, which means that on August 9, 1841, the boy, born in southern
Baden, was only eleven. In other words, in August of 1841, there was less than a year‘s difference in the age of Blila and Beebe. Miller‘s statement that
Andrew was ―not unfamiliar with the duties of the position he was filling‖ must be taken with a grain of salt. After all, it was the boy‘s very first day on the
Erie!
To answer the question, ―What role does Blila play in Miller‘s Chapter VI?‖, we can say that Blila was a survivor and thus an eyewitness of the disaster. Yet
in Miller‘s 1909 portrayal, Blila is not needed to confirm Lafferty‘s role as the Helmsman. That role had been accepted decades earlier by the townspeople
of Erie.
XIV. SURVIVAL OF THE HEROIC HELMSMAN, SECOND VERSION, PART I (1912)
It was another historian, who, three years later, would attempt to use Blila to confirm a drastic twist in the ―Fuller legend.‖ That historian was Shepard.
Frederick J. Shepard, the same historian who had regarded Laura G. Sanford as ―confused.‖ In his article entitled ―Myths of the Great Lakes,‖ the Express,
Sept. 1, 1912, we read:
―The records of the Erie county (Pa.) almshouse do not contain the name of Luther Fuller; they do, however, show that James Rafferty, who
professed to have been the wheelsman of the Erie, died on November 22, 1900, at the age of 87 and was buried in the cemetery of that institution.
Since Mr. Blila says there was no Rafferty on board the Erie, and since he knew Fuller as an inmate of the almshouse, as well as in his better days,
there is something more than a presumption that the degenerate closing years of his life were passed, for some reason, under an assumed name, not an
uncommon practice with sailors.‖
It is apparent that Shepard (unlike Miller) knew who the heroic helmsman of the Erie was. The name ―Luther Fuller‖ assumes access to the 1841 Buffalo
Commercial Advertiser. So what does Shepard make of the Miller version? Apparently, here again, he thought that someone was confused. According to
Shepard, the man assuming the role of Fuller (i.e., Lafferty) actually was Fuller! In other words, Shephard transposed the Lafferty tale into a Fuller tale!
And, as a backup, little eleven-year-old Blila (now aged 82) was called to the front.
That the Shepard version cannot be accepted goes without saying. Why, for example, would a Fuller change his name to a Rafferty? A Lafferty, however,
could easily opt for a Rafferty! In 1965, George Salomon, in his article ―Wer ist John Maynard?‖ [=‖Who Is John Maynard?‖], published in Fontane
Blätter (Potsdam, East Germany), [cf. http://johnmaynard.net/SalomonEnglish.pdf, p. 27 ] wrote the following:
―Above all, Blila‘s remarks dispel any doubt that he indeed got Fuller mixed up with his colleague, James Lafferty. He describes Fuller as allegedly
an old drunkard living the life of a beggar in Erie, points out that he had just turned 87, and reports of his death in the county almshouse on
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November 22, 1900 – ascertainable circumstances which apply to Lafferty. Fuller‘s allegedly false name was finally corrupted into James
Rafferty!‖
This researcher is not in agreement with Salomon that Blila ―got Fuller mixed up with his colleague, James Lafferty.‖ Rather than to come down hard on
Blila, the ultimate responsibility for the Shepard version must lie with Shepard himself, who was attempting to reconcile the Miller version with his own
knowledge that the helmsman was Fuller, not Lafferty.
The graphic portrayal of the helmsman‘s escape (supposedly provided by Blila) was obviously a tale Lafferty was fond of relating: Here we find the Shepard
version:
―His [Blila‘s] own escape was thrilling, but we are more concerned with the fate of Luther Fuller, who, he [=Blila] says, stood manfully by the wheel
with blistered face and charred clothing until the steering ropes had burned and rendered the wheel useless. Then, the last man to leave the steamer,
making his exit on the windward side of the wheelhouse, he cast off a fender, slid down the lanyard by which it was secured, cut the rope with his
jackknife and clung to the floating fender until he was picked up, for he survived the disaster to fall upon evil days in advanced age, dying in the Erie
county (Pa.) almshouse about ten years ago.‖ (1912)
Returning to the Miller article, we note the following statement regarding Blila‘s reluctance to talk about the incident:
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In my 2007 research article entitled ―Fontane‘s ―‘John Maynard‘: History in the Role of Poetry‘s Handmaid. A Close Look at Literary and Historical
Precedents‖ [http://johnmaynard.net/Handmaid.pdf] , ftn. 35, I wrote:
―In his [Blila‘s] own description of his lightning escape, the time span before he hit the water was extraordinarily short – ‗only five seconds‘. It is
doubtful whether the boy could even have seen the wheelsman on duty, let alone taken the time to look.‖
In other words, anything that Shepard may have gleaned from Blila could only have been picked up through hearsay. The boy, given his quick escape from
the steamer, was in no position to provide a graphic description of Fuller‘s alleged escape. Some of my views in 2007, however, must be corrected or
amended. In 2007, (again ftn. 35), I added:
―It is also reasonably certain that a ten-year-old would not be capable of inventing his role as a call boy and that, if he had, such a whopper of a tale
would hardly have been taken seriously. It is quite possible that Andrew Blila‘s assertion that Luther Fuller survived was – given his tender age at the
time of the disaster – based on hearsay and opinions shared by many of his elders. However, the possibility that at a much later date Blila actually did
see Luther Fuller cannot be ruled out.‖
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The boy‘s correct age, I have since discovered, was eleven, not ten. It is still true that a boy (whether eleven or ten years of age) could not possibly invent
such ―a whopper of a tale.‖ It is also still true that anything Blila may later have told Shepard decades later was ―based on hearsay and opinions shared by
many of his elders.‖ The final sentence in the above quote is, however, blatantly incorrect: Blila could not possibly have seen Fuller at a much later date – he
could and no doubt did, however, see James Lafferty masquerading as a hero! And, of course, four years ago, the fact that Augustus Fuller – not Luther
Fuller was the wheelsman and died – had not been documented.
Of particular interest in Shepard‘s 1912 article is the sad state of John Maynard scholarship. Shepard had not yet discovered the anonymous 1845 prose
sketch entitled ―The Helmsman of Lake Erie,‖ whose heroic helmsman saved the lives of all on board while sacrificing himself to the flames. It was this
1845 sketch which, in 1860, John Bartholomew Gough (1817-1886), a highly effective apostle of temperance in the United states and Britain, found,
probably in abridged form, and stripped to an anecdote to be used, quite out of context, to show the degree of moral courage necessary to save those given to
the bottle (i.e., endangered by ―firewater‖ or a ―burning ship.‖). Six years later, in the summer of 1866, young Horatio Alger, Jr. (1832-1899), heard the
Gough text recited in a church service. He was so impressed that he immediately composed his own verse, ―John Maynard: The Ballad of Lake Erie,‖ a
ballad which enjoyed great popularity in the United States throughout the remainder of the century.
In 1909, however, Shepard placed Alger as the source of Gough‘s abbreviated sketch!

XV. SURVIVAL OF THE HEROIC HELMSMAN, SECOND VERSION, PART II (1927)

In 1927, eight years after the death of Andrew Blila, Shepard contributed an article to the Buffalo Evening News, Saturday Magazine, July 16, 1927, p. 9,
entitled ―A Wandering Legend of Lake Erie: John Maynard.‖
In this article, Shepard was still clinging to his belief that Fuller (alias Rafferty) had survived and died in the Erie County almshouse. The following excerpt
is also of interest due to Shepard‘s lame attempt to explain ―this confusion of names:‖

―After this display of real heroism by the wheelsman it is painful to have to add that he died a drunkard and, according to report, a former convicted
counterfeiter, in the Erie county, Pa., almshouse, under the name of James Rafferty, November 22, 1900, at the age of 87! There is no question of his
identity, for in 1912 Andrew Blila, treasurer of the Erie Historical Society , who had been a call boy on the burned steamer and who had also known
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Fuller in his youth as the son of a Harbor Creek tavern keeper, was authority for the statement that in his almshouse days, the one-time hero was in
the habit of visiting him to negotiate a loan of ten cents for a drink. Blila knew him only as Fuller, and the Commercial Advertiser in an editorial
reference of 1845 to the Erie catastrophe called him McBride: the alleged criminal record may explain this confusion of names.‖

In this excerpt, the reader is also informed when Shepard had contacted Blila regarding the wheelsman Fuller. The year, 1912, dovetails with the first of
Shepard‘s articles on the helmsman. Comparing ―James Rafferty‘s date of death in 1900 at the age of 87, with Augustus Fuller‘s age, had he survived, we
find that Augustus Fuller (March 6, 1818 – August 9, 1841) would have been 82 in 1900, not 87. In other words, there is no way to match the Lafferty who
died in the Erie Count Almshouse in 1900 with Fuller. Whether Blila, in a moment of forgetfulness, actually did confuse Fuller with Lafferty in his final
years cannot be established. What strikes this researcher as particularly strange is Shepard‘s complete silence about Miller‘s Lafferty. A historian who
refuses to give serious consideration to the work of his predecessors and even hushes up what was written must be viewed with skepticism. Although
George Salomon in 1965 came down very hard on Andrew Blila, whom he indicted as an unreliable source, Salomon, apart from footnote 9 in his 1964
Niagara Frontier article — ―Miller mistakenly asserts that Lafferty was at the wheel during the fire‖ — did not really delve into the Miller material,
suggesting that he either found the whole Lafferty tale too preposterous to bother with, or that he simply was not aware of the full scope of Lafferty‘s
responsibility for the mix-up while allowing Blila to shoulder the blame. [cf. George Salomon, ―Who Is John Maynard?‖, pp. 27-28, Fontane Blätter:
http://johnmaynard.net/SalomonEnglish.pdf & ―John Maynard of Lake Erie: The Genesis of a Legend,‖ pp. 74-75 & ftn. 9, Niagara Frontier, http://johnmaynard.net/LegendGenesis.pdf]

Yet the main source of the rumor of moral fall of the heroic helmsman must rest on Lafferty shoulders while a secondary source can only be Shepard, who
did not bother to take Miller seriously. Also, given Blila‘s reluctance to comment on the Erie tragedy, as documented in the Miller article, it seems strange
that his behavior would be any different with Shepard. It should be pointed out that Blila, in 1903, was the co-founder of the Erie Historical Society [Cf.
―Chronology of the Life of Andrew William (Bleile/Bliley) Blila, April 7, 2011,[cf. http://www.bliley.net/family/Blila/Chronology-Andrew_Blila.htm]. This does not sound like a
man who needed to make up tales to gratify listeners in his old age.
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It would appear that not only Captain Titus but also Andrew Blila knew the wheelsman only as ―Fuller.‖ Blila‘s statement that Augustus Fuller‘s father,
Almond Fuller, had been (among other professions) a tavern keeper is documented in the Mormon data bank:

An Almond Fuller is also documented on p. 96 of the 1894 edition of Laura G. Sanford‘s History of Erie County (also in the 1832 1st edition) as postmaster
of Wesleyville, Erie County, Pennsylvania, in 1830. Wesleyville is located right between Harbor Creek (now spelled as one word) and Erie. This was
obviously Augustus Fuller‘s father, particularly when one considers that Augustus‘ mother, Polly Fuller née Newton, died in Wesleyville, which may well
have been where the parental home was located.
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Map of Erie County, Pennsylvania (from Laura G. Sanford, History of Erie County,Pennsylvania, 1894 Edition) “Wesleyville” is circled in red.
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A further example of Shepard ―in action‖ can be seen in the following excerpt from the same 1927 article:

―In this prose narrative, the name assigned to her is the Jersey, which rivals Ocean Queen in its inapplicability to a Great Lakes boat. The article,
with no clue to its source, appeared in the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser, of September 12, 1845, under its probably original and unquestionably
English title of "The Helmsman of Lake Erie" and was reprinted in the forgotten Buffalo magazine, the Western Literary Messenger of October 4,
1845. Unfortunately that particular issue of the Messenger is missing from the Grosvenor library's file, and but a part of the Commercial Advertiser's
file of 1845 is owned by the public library, so that the article can be consulted only at the Buffalo Historical Society. One cannot help suspecting
that it may have come from the pen of Charles Dickens, who had visited the neighborhood in 1842 and may have here picked up its suggestion; at any
rate there is an indication of his literary style.‖

Horatio Alger‘s ―Ocean Queen‖ is hardly as absurd as Shepard, a resident of Buffalo, New York, claimed. Buffalo‘s sobriquet was the ―Queen City.‖ What
was Buffalo ―Queen‖ of? The answer: the Great Lakes, often regarded as an ―inland sea‖ with the vastness of an ocean. The ―Jersey,‖ as I have discussed
elsewhere, could well be a reference to the state of Jersey, the native state of America‘s most popular maritime writer of that day and age, James Fenimore
Cooper [cf. Norman Barry, ―The Author‘s Signature: The Good Ship Jersey in ‗The Helmsman of Lake Erie,‘ and the Significance of the Geography of New
Jersey in the Works of James Fenimore Cooper‖ [ http://johnmaynard.net/Jersey.pdf]. Shepard then leaps to the conclusion that the author of the 1845 sketch
was none other than Charles Dickens! However one wishes to view this extraordinary claim, it can be safely asserted that it was Shepard who first regarded
the 1845 sketch as a product of Dickens. Shepard‘s assertion has received an in-depth analysis in the following article: Norman Barry, ―Who Wrote ―‘The
Helmsman of Lake Erie?‖ An Examination of Two Candidates: Charles Dickens and James Fenimore Cooper‖
[http://johnmaynard.net/DICKENSvsCOOPER.pdf].
Somehow an old tar spinning his yarns of heroic deeds for a few free drinks seems relatively harmless compared to the distorted accounts of two local
historians, Miller and Shepard, the latter intent on reconciling the 1841 records with the Lafferty component and thus replacing Lafferty with Fuller. It is
perhaps chilling that both flawed versions alleging the survival of the heroic helmsman exhibited such striking vitality. Their ability to weather the years can
only be ascribed to incomplete research and documentation, although inaccessibility of documentation may have contributed to the confusion.
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XVI. A CONCLUDING T ALE OF A LIFE PRESERVER & AN UNIDENTIFIED SURVIVOR

―He came―the loved of many hearts / From Erie‘s distant shore‖ ― a man whose surname may have begun with an ―F,‖ and whose native home from
which he had long been absent, was Andover, Connecticut. The poem was contributed to the Hartford Courant exactly one year to the day after he had been
rescued! Whether it was composed by the survivor or by someone very close to him cannot be said. His salvation had been a private life preserver taken on
board the Erie. In the poem, however, another ―Preserver‖ was very much at play: the true ―life preserver‖ ― our Creator.
Young Mrs. Lynde was saved due to her own personal life preserver. Although she thought that one of the rescued had stolen her husband‘s life preserver,
she was mistaken. When Mr. Charles Lynde‘s body was finally recovered, he was still wearing his life preserver, but not inflated! Years later, Captain Titus
confessed that even had the 90 to 100 life preservers in the ―Ladies‘ Cabin‖ not been enveloped in flames, many would probably have been useless. The
reason: during voyages, women, while engaged in sewing, and without realizing what the life preservers were good for, absentmindedly used them as
pincushions! Of course, it would appear that in 1841, some voyagers, sensing the inherent danger of steamboat travel, were already well aware of the need
to take their own.
What shall we make of the various tables, the multitude of confused names, and – naturally - the whole series of questions surrounding the person of
―Fuller?‖ At the very least, the actual numbers have been placed in sharp contrast to mere estimates. In practical terms, the size of ethnic groups and age
groups will also have become apparent. And, the mystery of Augustus Fuller has finally been solved. Yet mere names and numbers do not reveal the agony
of the individual tragedies they record. Although I believe that the data provided in this paper are accurate as far as digital access to sources will presently
allow, the question of unidentified survivors persists.
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Bad Schussenried, Baden-Württemberg, Germany, August 9, 2011
The 170th Anniversary of the Tragedy of the Erie
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